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Preface
The protection of free speech is valued by all democracies. Its popularity in
the United States extends far outside the circle of legal theorists, political scientists,
and philosophers to the general population. The civic consciousness and sense of
dignity free expression elicits is not solely attributable to the conspicuous place of
the Free Speech Clause in the First Amendment to the United States Constitution. Its
merit is in the importance of communications for individuals and representative
democracy.
So great a constitutional guarantee cannot be captured by any generation of
interpreters. Neither the framers nor contemporaries can claim the sagacity to
articulate a universally accepted statement of speech rights. The general statement
found in the Constitution has long been the subject of evolving constitutional
meaning. Since the early twentieth century, the Supreme Court has been at the
forefront of efforts to articulate the range of words, symbols, art, and other objects or
activities that the First Amendment protects. Doctrines are typically contextual.
While they all draw from the same source, there are unique tests, elements, and
factors dealing throughout the range of relevant subjects such as public employee
speech, government speech, and political speech. Context determines what is
applicable, what needs to be balanced, and what considerations are beyond the
points of pertinent legal disputes.
Discussions about the Free Speech Clause often focus on the personal or
public value of expression without adequately weighing surrounding circumstances
and other pertinent values. The dominant approaches to free speech often neglect
and sometimes outright disdain the notion that it is a value to be balanced against
other constitutional structures, rights, and procedures. A more nuanced approach,
which I will defend in this book, requires policymakers to evaluate a full range of
legally relevant considerations when dealing with challenges to government
restrictions on expression–be they intellectual property laws, restrictions on
terrorist posts on the Internet, obscenity regulations, commercial advertisements,
judicial solicitations of donors, professional advice, student publications, violent
video games, computer generated data, depictions of animal torture, or similarly
complex issues. Put more simply, speech should not trump all other constitutionally
protected interests.
So many aspects of our lives involve speech. The interest is not confined to
academics and politicians. Various topics involving the constitutionality of free
speech regularly appear in the news media, including discussions about campus
codes and campaign financing. With so many segments of society chiming in
differing views about the values of various types of communications is inevitable.
Some individuals most favor entertainment, others politics or the arts. Pluralistic
society countenances differing priorities of interest without enforcing orthodoxy.
The legal realm, however, requires definitive definitions: It is one thing for
constituents to disagree and quite another for the judiciary to provide inconsistent
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guidelines for the resolution of cases and the drafting of legislation. Constitutional
doctrine is necessary to prevent arbitrary government intrusion into the procedural
and substantive rights of people to express themselves freely.
The judiciary is entrusted to provide clear guidance about constitutional
principles. In the First Amendment realm, however, the Supreme Court has betimes
relied on contradictory approaches, leaving scholars, journalists, politicians, and
other citizens befuddled. A single theoretical construct would facilitate consistent
doctrinal development. But identifying a unifying theme in the vast sea of topics
associated with free speech carries all manner of pitfalls, from overlooking valuable
guidance to oversimplifying analysis. The challenge is to expostulate an approach
that is flexible enough to be contextual yet rigorous enough to provide objective
guidance to judges.
I will argue that courts should evaluate whether speech plays a central or
peripheral function in a dispute. Moreover, identifying the value of expression is
relevant for adjudication. Communications enjoy the greatest protections when they
further well-ordered representative democracy, whose function is to equally
protected individual rights for the common good. This runs counter to judicial and
scholarly interpretations that focus exclusively on relevant First Amendment
doctrines. Whether a particular judicial decision is consistent with constitutional
ideals should be judged by synthetic considerations of authoritative text, abstract
reasoning, civic and pluralistic principles, doctrinal reflections, informational values,
and rational applications of existing laws.
The right to self-expression is not solely based on the First Amendment. Take
for example, the identification of freedom to communicate in public forums. The case
law in that area is always discussed in the context of free speech.1 The legitimacy of
using streets to expostulates all manner of ideas is undeniable, but the doctrine is
incomplete. In addition to the First Amendment, people’s rights to speak in public
forums can also involve the Privileges or Immunities Clause, which prohibits states
from treating out of state speakers differently than domiciliaries. What is more, the
First Amendment does not create the right of speech. It is rather an inalienable right
of humanity that the Declaration of Independence identified as equally held by us
all. Furthermore, the Ninth Amendment’s preservation of unenumerated rights can
be said to include self-expressions not directly spoken but exposed by art, theater,
and so forth. A leading free speech scholar, Alexander Meiklejohn, conceived the
First Amendment to be part of a broader constitutional guarantee of liberty:
In our discussions of the Constitution, we commonly think that the
clearest and most compelling expression of the “idea” of political
freedom is given by the First Amendment. But in theory, and perhaps in
practice, more penetrating insights are given by the Preamble’s
declaration that “We, the people of the United States ... do ordain and
establish this Constitution...,” or by the Tenth Amendment’s assertion
that, while we have delegated some limited governing powers to our
agents, we have reserved other powers to ourselves, or, finally, by the
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provision of Article I, Section 2, that we have authority to exercise
direct governing power in electing our representatives.2
Jurisprudence would do well to look beyond the Free Speech Clause to autonomous
dignity, representative government, and equal rights to identify underlying
principles relevant to the resolution of free speech cases.
The aim of this book is to is to articulate, assess, and critique contextual
policies, arguments, and considerations of the First Amendment and to apply them
to specific communicative challenges of the twenty-first century. Contextual
interpretation involves a conversation about constitutional principles behind law,
tradition, individuality, and the general welfare.
{WRITE ROADMAP...}
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Chapter 1
The First Amendment of the United States Constitution empowers individuals
to participate in pluralistic society. It prevents government from inhibiting the
exchange of ideas by restrictions on their messages and perspectives. Free speech
is essential to self-governance, the development of personality, and the
dissemination of information. Communications operationalize representative
democracy and enable individuals to express organized thoughts, wondering
musings, normative ideals, and novel notions.
The value of speech is not ad hoc but part of a unified principle of liberal
equality for the common good. The Supreme Court has often been too piecemeal in
assessing pertinent interests, leading to conflicting lines of precedents. Without a
systematic methodology, pertinent personal, constitutional, statutory, and regulatory
considerations, justices often brush aside concerns that gave rise to laws
safeguarding or restricting speech. For instance in a recent case, the Court in United
States v. Stevens found unconstitutional a federal statute prohibiting the distribution
of videos depicting brutal violence committed against animals.3 The majority
downplayed nationwide policies against animal cruelty, which exist in all fifty sates,
and articulated a grandiloquent notion of free speech without giving serious
consideration to federal norms. The purveyors of animal violence and their
audiences prevailed, while the majority discounted the victims, hardly giving any
notice to the suffering of animals subjects. The decision limited legislative authority
to protect vulnerable animals against brutal mutilation and violence. The First
Amendment became a cudgel against congressional efforts to development a
humane law reflecting the nationwide sensibility that video representation of actual
animal cruelty could be curtailed without infringing on First Amendment interests.
Moreover, the majority dismissively rejected the government’s contention that crush
videos are obscene, so prurient in content that a reasonable person would have
found them patently offensive and bereft of cultural or literary value.4 The case
provides negligible consideration of First Amendment values, instead adopting
categorical libertarian notions of free speech. The rights of persons wishing to sell
and purchase depictions of cruelties were determinative with little evaluation of how
the depictions effect public, constitutional values.
Free speech cases often involve a mix of values, all of which courts should
consider in the context of specific facts giving rise to the case. In many
circumstances, the adjudicator is presented with an aggregate number of
irreconcilable differences, as when one party claims the right to post personal and
embarrassing details about another on social media while the exposed party, to the
contrary, claims the right to privacy or reputation. Only one party can prevail, under
those circumstances, even though both assert legally cognizable harms. There may
also be some amicable reconciliation to be reached between them, but then neither
can be fully vindicated. In other cases, the harm may be singular, as for instance
employment termination, but injuries may be compounded with only one among
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them raising First Amendment issues. A government employer may have violated
federal anti-discrimination laws, censored employee speech, and engaged in an
unreasonable search. These scenarios give rise to various claims. In some cases,
there will be contrary state interests–including security, preservation of government
property, or educational goals–that judges will need to balance against free speech.
In cases where the state and private parties have conflicting, legally
recognizable interests, judges must go through a full blown analysis of each party’s
arguments, the standards of review appropriate for evaluating them, and facts in the
record supporting the several contentions. Resolution of these matters is not a
categorical matter but one that should be balanced contextually. The key to
contextual resolution is not becoming bogged down by judicially created categories
but investigating the full panoply of individual rights, government interests,
circumstances giving rise the complaint, and the material facts unique to each case.
This is not a matter of ad hoc balancing, but sophisticated contextualization that
neither underplays the First Amendment nor any other relevant legal criteria. Nor is
the contextual mode of analysis a matter of eliding different constitutional
provisions–as the Supreme Court joined the First Amendment and Equal Protection
claims in R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul.5 Each legal basis for relief or in defense should be
parsed on its merits.
A. A Matter of Theory
Rather than developing a comprehensive theoretical framework for
evaluating First Amendment cases, the Supreme Court has relied on libertarian
perspectives and rigid definitions. In a 2015 decision, Reed v. Town of Gilbert, the
Court relied on recent precedents to find a town violated the First Amendment by
enforcing an ordinance that distinguished between political, ideological, and
directional signs. The Court homogenized speech, holding that strict scrutiny
applies to any law that on its face distinguishes the content of information.6 Thereby,
the Court denied the town’s ability to differentiate between the communications of
ideas and politics and the showing of geographic directions. Lost in the Court’s
black-and-white approach to content regulation were numerous other judicial
precedents, in areas as diverse as obscenity and public employees, that recognize
the legitimacy of regulations based on content and context.
The Court has not always been so acontextual: At various times, the justices
have been mindful of conflicting concerns of private parties and governments. In a
carefully parsed mid-twentieth century opinion, the Court found it unconstitutional
for public schools to force Jehovah’s Witness students to pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United States. In that case, the majority demonstrated jurisprudential
sensitivity to students’ abilities desire to speak freely and to exercise religion
without conforming to state loyalty demands.7 Recent cases, on the other hand, have
shunned the balancing of interests.
The Court’s aversion to balancing in Reed and other cases in that camp seems
at first glance to be unequivocal. The justices regard a “categorical balancing of the
value of speech against its societal costs” to be “startling and dangerous.”8 Upon
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closer examination, though, this statement may not be absolute. It does not discount
all balancing, but only “ad hoc balancing,” as the Stevens Court asserted.9 That
leaves open the types of balancing methods that are well accepted when the justices
determine whether the government’s restrictions on speech is based on substantial
public interest; what’s more, as Richard Fallon has demonstrated, balancing even
appears in some version of the strict scrutiny review.10 The Court’s claim that its list
of unprotected categories of speech is predicated by objective historical test11 is
belied by the Court’s periodic abandonment of previously identified low value
categories (such commercial speech) and addition of new ones (such as child
pornography). The shift in what the majority characterizes to be protected and
unprotected by the First Amendment, indicates that more is going on than a simple
adoption of historical categories.
Rather than a necessary or objective reading of the First Amendment, the
Court engages in a variety of arguments–historical, doctrinal, ethical, structural,
pragmatic, or textual.12 While the Roberts Court seeks to present itself as the
expositor of the popular constitutional will, asserting that “[t]he First Amendment
itself reflects a judgment by the American people,”13 its holdings often strike
popular and bipartisan statutes in favor of commercial interests.14 With this
statement, Roberts equated judge made doctrine on free speech with the will of
eighteenth century framers.15 A more authentic account of the evolution of legal
interpretation is stated by Robert Post and Reva Siegel: “Throughout American
history, in contexts both liberal and conservative, the Court has consistently
interpreted the Constitution to reflect fundamental contemporary values. The Court
has rarely regarded the Constitution as a petrified contract, fixed by terms ratified in
the distant past.”16 The text of the Constitution is the starting point; the aspirations of
the framing generation are important for identifying core, nation values and
interpretation should not be nihilistic, but neither is it convincing for the Court to
claim its development of free speech doctrine is predicated on some long
established tradition that only the justices are empowered to divine.
A rigid method of interpretation is problematic because it requires judges to
demarcate inflexible criteria that sometimes do not fit the case at bar. A categorical
approach requires judges to review cases based on predetermined criteria rather
than weighing the totality of the circumstances, conceiving litigants as individuals,
and focusing on specific conflicts rather than rubrics from past decisions.
Categoriality fails to adequately address counter arguments, often disregards
conflicting legal reasons, and downplays facts in the record. The First Amendment is
part of a broader scheme, one that protects opinions, institutions, and heterodoxy.
It does not stand alone but is part of a deeper constitutional design meant to
advance the common good by establishing legal safeguards for inalienable rights,
including speech. That maxim of public conduct harkens to the nation’s founding. It
is mandated by the Declaration of Independence and Preamble to the Constitution.
Free speech is an essential principle of a society committed to “the equality of
rights” for the benefit of the “common good.”17 In American, the right of speech and
assembly were thought since at least the 1780s to be the people’s privilege to
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ascertain the common good.18 Speech was regarded as a residual natural right, and
that constitutions and other social compacts should be enforced to safeguard these
and other residual rights for the common good.19 The relation between free speech
and the common good was generally accepted.20 For instance, the Massachusetts
Constitution provided:
The people hae a right, in an orderly and peaceable manner, to
assemble to cnsult upon the common good; give instructions to their
representatives; and to request of the legislative body, y way of
addresses, petitions, or remonstrances redress of the wrongs done
them, and of the grievanes they suffer.21
In the anti-bellum period the constitutions of Vermont, New York, and Alabama
specifically provided, “That the people have a right to freedom of speech, and the
right to assemble together and consult for their common good.”22
The First Amendment’s normative value is integral to more central and
fundamental function of constitutionalism, the preservation of representative
democracy where individuals are treated fairly. That is a pragmatic feature, in the
sense that Randy Kozel enunciated, establishing a central aspect of representative
constitutionalism driven by practical and functional considerations.23 A
comprehensive constitutional approach sees the functional outcomes to only be
justified when they contribute to the protection of the people’s interests, as opposed
to only benefitting particular interest groups. That is, institutions must hold fast to the
values of civic governance in order to advance the hopes and aspirations of the
individuals who compose the polity. And those aims go well beyond speech to
encompass the dignity of each person and the collective will of the nation. Put more
concretely, government cannot interfere in the communicative rights of individuals,
except under circumstances when narrow restrictions are needed to advance other
public goods such as security, intellectual property, or reputational dignity.
The Supreme Court’s categorical approach to free speech is linked with
libertarianism, which in the United States is the most influential philosophical
perspective on the Free Speech Clause. It claims the mantle of many academics,
supreme court justices, and civil liberties groups. More speech is regarded to be
inevitably better–irrespective if its Nazi Party or Democratic Party speech–and
government interference is met with suspicion as an affront to personal liberty. The
view that speech stands out as the most important bastion of autonomy, rather than a
key but not always most important element of representative democracy, has
produced a formalistic approach to expressive freedoms.24 The presumption in favor
of expression has often led the Court to overlook or give short shrift to dignity
interests at stake in disputes.
The First Amendment’s guarantees should be understood in the context of a
broader ideal of liberal equality, derived from the nation’s core ethos, which is set
out in the Declaration of Independence and Preamble to the Constitution. Those
dictates of governance establish the purpose of representative democracy, binding
on the entire federal structure. The polity is established to meet the needs of people
against institutional injustices, including arbitrary censorship. The fundamental right
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to express ideas, opinions, artistic views and so forth is linked to constitutional
normativity that respects individuals, acknowledges their privacy, and understands
the function of government to be for the betterment of people’s social and civil
standing.
Grounding the First Amendment in constitutional ethos has profound
implications.25 For one, it indicates that natural humans enjoy greater free speech
rights than corporations. This conclusion, which I later explore in depth, has
significant implications for free speech jurisprudence. The contextual approach
distinguishes expressions of ordinary citizens and those of artificial entities. That
distinction is informed by the circumstances under which a natural or corporate
persons seeks to articulate a political, commercial, ideological, or individual views.
On this subject, the Supreme Court’s failure to weigh the gravity to representative
democracy against commercial interest led it to hold campaign financing laws must
treat corporate speech the same as natural people’s speech.26 Had the Court
engaged in a hybrid assessment of all relevant factors it might have uncovered the
extent to which campaign financing is tied to the elective franchise, which is a
privilege unique to natural people but not commercial enterprises. Government,
therefore, retains greater authority to regulate manipulative advertising than
individual politicking.
The First Amendment advances the innate right human rights to articulate
personal, civic, or descriptive thoughts. The right to express ideas freely, therefore,
is not a grant from government, created by the Constitution, a cultural vestige, nor a
matter of American legal tradition. The Amendment is, to the contrary, a public
mandate to safeguard a liberty both citizens and denizens can demand to exercise,
free of arbitrary government interference. Free speech is valued not merely
because it is protected by the Bill of Rights but also because it is critical to the
polity’s commitment to dialogue for personal fulfillment and public benefit.
Moreover, the U.S. commitment to free speech extends beyond existing law to the
unenumerated commitment to protection of fundamental rights that are essential to
the welfare of a representative democracy. That is not to say that positive law is not
an important indicator of the evolution of social morality. Timothy Zick has rightly
observed the dynamic relation between various parts of the Constitution can be
identified intratextual comparison of the Constitution’s language, precedents,
historical meanings, and the contributions of social associations.27 However, he fails
to identify the core constitutional commitment to individual rights and social
betterment that best identifies relationships between the First Amendment and other
portions of the Constitution, such as the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses,
derive.
Understanding any law requires identifying its conceptual foundations.
Application of law to any given case is a judgement based on specific facts that
should stay true to the underlying ideals. Case-by-case judgments that fail to live up
to principle create an incoherent body of law. Legal decisions unmoored from
principles provide judges too much power to adjudicate disputes based on their
subjective preferences. Once the core ideal of free speech is established, a test is
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needed for examining factors and elements relevant to the resolution of cases and
controversies. In a nation with a written constitution, such as the United States, text
plays no small role in matters of interpretation, but it is not the end point. Other
judicial factors are the interests of parties, the social effect of regulation, and
alternative means of meeting the legitimate government goal.
While the foundation of the system remains stable, the law’s elasticity allows
for correction of previous legal errors by legislative policies, judicial corrections, or
executive refinements. These changes also cannot happen in a vacuum. Legitimate
modification or abandonment of past practices should be undertaken to achieve
underlying functions of law, such as equal protection of political, artistic, or personal
opportunities.
The core aim of the First Amendment is to protect open assertion, discourse,
and debate. The constitutional significance of free speech is bound up with
representative democracy. Unpackaged further, representative democracy is a
system providing channels for individual articulation and establishing a bureaucracy
whose aim is the pursuit political actions conducive to people’s happiness.
Communication is both an individual interest for self-fulfillment and a social one for
articulating and persuading others how to achieve civic and legal fairness, justice,
and electoral parity.
Judges presiding over First Amendment cases, therefore, cannot deviate from
principles that are articulated in the nation’s founding documents. However, the
contours of free speech theory do not definitively provide unequivocally correct
answers for the resolution of legal disputes. Decision makers must therefore
advance the rule of law through interpretive methodologies that are sensitive to
history, doctrine, social impact, and case-by-case evaluation. Free speech remains a
bedrock of American law; this will not change so long as the United States
Constitution remains the law of the land. But the mediums for spreading
communications have greatly expanded from relatively rudimentary printing
instruments existing in 1791, which informed the framers’ understandings when they
ratified the Bill of Rights. Application of an ancient constitution to issues about new
information technologies and copyrighted digital materials requires contextual
flexibility sufficient to apply existing precedents, to modify them when necessary,
and, in more unusual circumstances, to overturn them. Theory should inform all
decisions, both as to the validity of existing precedents and as to novel questions
about free speech. Issues inevitably arise in courts that require the schematic
advancement of our understanding about everything from incitement to press
freedoms. Even as it guides courts faced with complex modern questions, the
evolution of Free Speech doctrine must retain integrity to abiding, first principles.
The contextual approach to free speech diverges sharply from the rigid
perspective of jurists like Justice Hugo Black, who asserted that the Free Speech
Clause should be read as an absolute bar against government limitations on
people’s expressions of opinions and ideas.28 His claim was textualist, purporting to
rely exclusively on the actual wording of the Constitution. He focused on the First
Amendment’s wording: “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of
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speech. . .” Justice Black understood this provision to mean that any law limiting
speech was unconstitutional. As he uncompromisingly put it, “I read ‘no law
abridging’ to mean no law abridging.”29 At first glance this claim seems plausible:
after all, it requires judges to follow the letter of the Constitution. But closer
examination makes it abundantly evident that the First Amendment should not be
read literally; indeed, following it verbatim would result in the suppression of
speech. By its explicit wording, the Amendment only restricts congressional abuses
of authority against speakers, but the prohibition against abridging speech would be
rendered virtually meaningless if it were not to also apply to the other two branches
of government. Extension of the First Amendment’s restraints to the executive and
judicial branches is the only reasonable extrapolation from a broader constitutional
principle, prohibiting abuses of power and respecting the people’s fundamental
rights, not directly required by the text.
There are a variety of problems, however, with rigid interpretive
methodology. For one, it stifles the development of stare decisis and thereby harms
the evolution of legal norms. The First Amendment is ancient and therefore in need
of contemporary interpretations. For another, the formalistic view of speech
overlooks a number of problems, not least of which is the First Amendment’s
exclusive reference to Congress as the entity who cannot abridge speech, rendering
it necessary to look outside the strict wording to prevent presidential or judicial
censorship. Furthermore, it is unrealistic to believe a few words of the Constitution
can categorically determine the outcome of an infinite number of case scenarios.
The evolution of the First Amendment makes clear that it is an instrument that can
evolve through time.
Identifying original intent for which the framers ratified the First Amendment
is also insufficient for applying it to all contemporary cases. Over the years, the U.S.
understanding of the First Amendment has become far more libertarian than it had
been at the nation’s founding. The early republic held to a fairly narrow view of free
speech, primarily as a prohibition against prior restraints. Even statements critical of
the government were suspect and subject to prosecution. The fifth Congress, in
1798, adopted a notorious law prohibiting anyone from engaging in seditious
speech, but the Supreme Court never formally overturned the Sedition Act.30 A
leading judge in 1799 defended the policy, “Without suppressing slander and
sedition against the government, the support of public opinion cannot be preserved
to it.”31 This opinion was consistent with the view of the revolutionary times. An
anonymous author in 1793 wrote, “Whosoever disturbs the peace, foments
disturbance, excites sedition, or scatters discord, ought to be considered and
treated as a public enemy.”32
While federalists supported the Sedition Act, democrats considered a gag law
that suppressed “liberty of saying and doing what we please, and also that the
liberty of the press is hereby infringed.” Federalists responded to the claim that the
law violated the First Amendment by arguing that the Bill of Rights did not upend
common law judgments against libel, which like the Sedition Act prohibited false
claims harming objects’ reputations.33 Framers of the Constitution were in so great a
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disagreement about whether the Act was in keeping with common law or in violation
of the Constitution that rather than repeal it the law simply lapsed on the eve of the
Republican Thomas Jefferson taking the reins of presidential powers from John
Adam’s Federalist Administration.34
Despite its historic pedigry, contemporary scholars, across all theoretical
leanings, and the Supreme Court, in New York Times v. Sullivan, regard that statute to
have been a grave misuse of power, violative of a foremost First Amendment
principle against government suppression of statements critical of its policies.35 Yet
the historical record, which contains both defenses and attacks about the public
value of sedition law, cannot resolve the meaning of the First Amendment.36 That task
is left to each generation that should look to text, history, principle, and aspiration to
better achieve the ideals of the First Amendment.
Contemporary free speech doctrine is quite fidifferent than its late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century counterparts. As one author synthesized that period,
“Individuals who joined together in a social contract . . . after all, had no reason to
immunize efforts to lie or mislead. Nor did they need to prevent the government
from preserving norms of civility and morality, like rules against blasphemy and
profane swearing. Indeed, the Founders constantly mentioned that the inalienable
right to speak was limited to those who spoke with decency and truth, and state
governments routinely and uncontroversially restricted plenty of speech that did not
directly violate the rights of others.”37 While history is not unequivocally
determinitive of contemporary disputes, its insights, moral teachings, and objective
facts are important to current understanding of the fundamental principles for
safeguarding free speech.
By identifying and applying first principles to specific decisions, the
adjudicator can avoid making ad hoc judgements. Doctrine is nevertheless always
the product of case-by-case decisions, which necessarily implies case-by-case
reasoning. Stare decisis is essential for advancing legal culture within the traditional
parameters of U.S. law. The protection of free expression should proceed on a firm
normative basis, not just case-by-case reasoning that relies exclusively on past
judicial tests. A normative approach creates aspirational values that are crucial for
resolving existing cases and for critiquing previous ones. Without normative
interpretation, judges are thrown on a sea of facts that often do not fit neatly with past
decisions and allow for subjective readings.
The ideal of constitutional governance, requiring government to protect
individual rights for the common good, remains constant irrespective of the mode of
speech, method of regulations, or category at issue. In practice that means that
ideals of constitutional equality and justice must inform our understandings and
evolutions of free speech categories such as secondary effects, campaign financing,
and educational expressions. These are disparate areas of free speech law, relying
on unique concepts for explanation and explication, yet each must resonate with the
ideal of human equality and general welfare found in the Declaration of
Independence and Preamble to the United States Constitution. Most scholarship on
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the First Amendment has a philosophical proclivity for libertarianism, giving only
short shrift to more comprehensive constitutional theories of free speech.
B. Basic Contours of Free Speech Theory
Some scholars have dismissed the notion of a comprehensive theory of free
speech,38 and we will examine their criticisms in Chapter *. For now, I wish to sketch
a bit of the contours of the theory that this book will later unpack in the context of
specific doctrines. For a normative framework to be applicable and useable
throughout the field of free speech it must advance deliberative and just
governance. The polity is composed of individual people whose interest is both
public and private. Individuals value their communicative engagement at the micro
level, in their homes and among friends, and at the macro level, as members of a
sovereign body. The First Amendment stresses the government’s obligation to
protect avenues and modes of communications because of their importance to the
people’s safety and happiness, both of which are guaranteed by the Declaration of
Independence. The general welfare of a polity can in part be measured by the
extent to which people are free to openly assert serious, jocular, and informative
matters without punishment. Free speech is one of the blessings of liberty that is
intrinsic to a representative polity of equals.
The protection of free speech, therefore, precedes the ratification of the First
Amendment. And the scope of protections far exceeds the Amendment’s express
terms. The right to speak freely should be regarded not as a constitutional grant but
an unalienable right, inherent in the rational nature of humanity. It is an inborn
entitlement of the natural person by virtue of his humanity and an essential feature of
civil persons. Even when it comes to the Constitution, the protection of verbal,
written, and otherwise expressive communications is not exclusively linked to the
First Amendment. That instrument protects “the freedom of speech.” But few would
question that it also protects other forms of self-expression, such as written texts,
drawings, and audio recordings. While the Constitution does not explicitly name any
of these, the Ninth Amendment’s protection of unenumerated rights seems an
obvious sources for the people’s claim to safeguard conduct that is incidental to
those enumerated by the First Amendment. So too, the Preamble to the
Constitution’s General Welfare Clause is pertinent to the discussion because a
society that muzzles its citizens gravely diminishes their well-being. Freedom of
expression is a right inherent to humanity, not the formality of positive law.
Reliance on an expansive method for reviewing free speech differs from the
approach of most mainstream scholarship and current doctrine on the subject, which
often focus on the Free Speech Clause without adequately reflecting upon other,
pertinent provisions and principles.
Put more directly, the Supreme Court has of late resisted using considerations for
the public good in its free speech cases, relying instead on strict scrutiny in cases of
content or viewpoint restrictions. In one case, writing for a plurality Chief Justice
Roberts stated: “[T]here are compelling reasons not to define the boundaries of the
First Amendment by reference to such a generalized conception of the public
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good.”39 This rigidity is not found in other democracies. In countries like Canada and
Germany constitutions direct judges to balance free speech rights against other
fundamental values, especially the value of representative democracy.40 The
Supreme Court relies on formalistic categories–like those of public forum, limited
public form, and designated public forum–to decide when strict scrutiny would be
appropriate. When dealing with limitations on speech, the Court will first decide
whether the government had a compelling state interest before it ever gets to the
question of whether the policy is narrowly tailored to some other narrowly tailored
public purpose, such as judicial integrity.41
Contextual reasoning is better done by reflecting on all relevant constitutional
values at stake in a case, rather than on the basis of judicially created categories.
Those values are not derived willy nilly but by close examination of the Declaration
of Independence, the Constitution, history, precedent, legislative policy, pragmatic
consequence, and sovereign purpose.
Under the United States Supreme Court’s formalistic approach, wherein stare
decisis only allows judges to look to precedents to gain direction about rules of
decision, courts rarely defer to legislative priority about such content rich matters as
campaign financing reform. Typically a judge limits selection of applicable
precedents to precedents dealing with free speech, or even more narrowly only that
subset of expressive cases applicable to the category on which the Court has framed
an issue at bar. A more comprehensive model would weigh all topics relevant to the
resolution of a case. For instance, in corporate campaign financing cases, which I
will discuss at length, the interests involved are not only those of speakers and
audiences, but also those of commercial entities, the polity as a whole, republican
governance, federalism, and civility. In evaluating the constitutionality of terrorist
support law, the issues include both matters of communications and associations
among individuals as well as those of domestic public safety, national security, and
foreign relations. In addition to analogical analysis, legal reasoning requires a close
examination of facts and a careful comparison to past decisions with similar
situations. This conceptual process will sometimes extend to areas not directly
involving speech, such as privacy, secondary effects of adult entertainment, or the
cruelty against animals involved in crush videos.
This is not to say that there is no room for well defined categories. In certain
circumstances, formalistic definitions help expose arbitrary censorship. However,
the default should be a complete and thorough review of the record and applicable
case law rather than a simplistic rejection of regulations because it limits a form of
expression the Court has not characterized as low value. The premise that all speech
is protected except for a few judicially created categories is historically and
analytically unsound. In some cases, such as those dealing with commercial
speakers there are strong public interests that should be weighed rather than an
automatic predilection in favor of speech. In many cases limits on speech requiring
strict scrutiny analysis, but that conclusion is best arrived at through reflection rather
than over-simplified doctrine that dismisses out of hand legislative public policy.
This balance of interests is best reflected in areas of life where explicit limits content
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are permissible, such as professional regulations, copyrights, patents, and antitrust
laws.
C. Principle and Precedent
The foundational principle of the Constitution, and its components including
the First Amendment, is government’s obligation to protect individual rights for the
common good. This, in turn, should be the bedrock of free speech jurisprudence.
Rather than systematically parsing cases on the basis of this or some closely related
principle of governance, the Supreme Court typically renders decisions based on
precedents or some modification of them. This practice is subject to manipulation, as
Fred Schauer has pointed out,42 because it allows judges to select a doctrinal
framework–be it the doctrines of public forum, designated public forum, limited
public forum, unconstitutional conditions, or some other–that is likely to lead to a
result favored by the presiding court. The reason for doctrinal selectivity might be
political, ideological, or pragmatic. But the fact remains that when a judge selects
what line of precedents to fit a case under, he or she is neither engaged in a
straightforward, obvious, or particularly objective endeavor.
Analysis of a court’s reasoning is subject to inquiry into whether judges
applied the precedents reasonably or manipulated them; whether the decision at
bar significantly altered precedents, explicitly or implicitly, to achieve resolution,
shift doctrinally, decide ideologically; or whether it overturned past decisions, in the
words of Justice O’Connor, for some “series of prudential and pragmatic
considerations.”43 But this is only part of the story. A related but distinct concern is
whether the Court’s reasoning was predicated on some value that was pertinent but
not directly at issue in the case. Here I’m relying on Joseph Raz’s distinction between
first-order and second-order judgments.44 The former help resolve disputes on the
basis of considerations intrinsic to a cases, while the latter provide more general
reasoning for evaluating specific analyses. The Court often relies on reasoning that
seemingly applies strictly to the case at hand, but there is often second-order
dispositive reasoning that lies behind its decision. For example, in recent case
finding a state did not violate the First Amendment when it prohibited an
organization from using a Confederate logo on vanity plates, the Court used the
government speech doctrine for its first order decision, but given the viewpoint
nature of the government’s exclusionary decision on plates, behind the holding
seemed to lurk a second order value of empowering officials to prevent an offensive
symbol of racial intolerance onto its platform.45 This second order concern was not
stated, however, because it deviates from the general injunction against the
regulation of offensive speech. In other cases, such as those dealing with videos of
animal cruelty or violent video games, the Supreme Court has demonstrated a
decidedly greater commitment to the protection of speech against government
interference. The distinctions between these cases is undoubtedly partly based on
the critical First Amendment function of preserving discourse, but there are second
order concerns at stake in these cases, including judicial interpretive supremacy
and originalist sentiments about how to identify protected speech.
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The Supreme Court’s first order free speech doctrines are binding on lower
courts, legislators, and the members of the executive branch. But previous holdings
can later be qualified, through devices such as statements adopting exceptions to
rules carrying second order significance about values or structure. While stare
decisis is critical to maintaining consistent and predictable legal order, it is the
Constitution with its Amendments that remains permanent sources of legal authority.
In addition, values that are quintessential to representative democracy, such as the
inalienable rights mentioned in the Declaration of Independence or fairness
principles of the Fourteenth Amendment, are among the highest orders of
magnitude in second-order assessments. The resolution of specific cases have a
direct correlation with the structure and ideals of constitutional, representative
democracy. Thus, in many cases reasoning should not be confined to the First
Amendment nor even doctrines confined to the case at hand but should go further to
discovering all principles relevant to the resolution of a dispute. And these should
be explicitly stated rather than being barely hinted to preserve the appearance of
neutrality to ideals like equality, social justice, and national reconstruction. It makes
resolution of cases more complex, but the reasoning more comprehensive, and the
holdings more accurate.
In recent years, the Court’s decisions have increasingly sided with speakers,
why content regulations on speech are typically thought to be unconstitutional. But
the Court has never officially adopted libertarianism. Much as the Court relied on
second order libertarian considerations in favor of corporations during the Lochner
era but based its decisions on the first order Fourteenth Amendment liberty of
contract explanations, its current arguments invoke the First Amendment but lurking
in the background there is usually a presumption that autonomy principles must
trump other consideration. This is not to imply that all decisions fall under the
libertarian strain of thought but that it is the dominant free speech ideology of
justices both on the liberal and conservative ends of the spectrum. The Court has of
late reduced the scope or entirely struck a variety of First Amendment precedents,
dealing with a wide range of issues from campaign financing to false statements. The
Court has steadily eroded the analyses of previous cases that had recognized the
interaction of constitutional values; instead, heavily focusing on removing
restrictions on speech and refusing to engage in balancing considerations. The
broad conception of speech has included harassment under the guise of counseling
at the entrance of abortion clinics and falsification of military records. The majority’s
increasingly formalistic approach rarely defers to legislative findings about other
concerns.
An approach narrowly focused on speech without the necessary reflection on
the context and principles of communications downplays important factors. A
contextual and principled approach is more likely to yield comprehensive
reasoning than one decided based on a knee jerk reaction to speech regulations.
The outsized concern for maintaining an uninhibited market of ideas has even led
the Supreme Court to strike laws designed to protect public safety, a traditional
government function.46 McCullen v. Coakley,47 for example, found unconstitutional a
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Massachusetts law that created a protective buffer zone in close proximity to the
abortion clinics. The state legislature had passed the law after repeated violence,
undue aggression, intimidation, and harassment had taken place by the entrances of
a particular facility that provided abortion procedures.48 The Court found the
restriction to be an excessive interference with speech because it prevented
peaceful anti-abortion protestors from approaching and ministering to arriving
patients. However, the majority gave little consideration to the legislature’s reliance
on witnesses who had testified prior of patients being intimidated, terrorized, and
otherwise made to feel unsafe when they approached the entrance. The risks women
perceived to their safety in attempting to enter the clinic might having been similarly
or more compelling than the interests of protestors to speech, but the Court did not
fully examine that comparative question nor did it engage in close scrutiny of the
reasons behind the statute.
Without providing any empirical reason for deviating from the legislature’s
studied findings, the Court held that a thirty-five foot buffer zone between speakers
and the clinic entrance was not narrowly tailored enough to meet legitimate state
concerns for safety, health, and welfare.49 The Court was persuaded that the state
had placed too heavy a burden on the speech rights of counselors and ministers.
The patients’ sense of intimidation and threat was given short shrift, despite the
Preamble to the Constitution’s declaration that maintaining public safety is a
preeminent purpose of government. The Court elevated speech above the state’s
public policy, which leaned to patient protection.
The Court’s libertarian favoritism for anti-abortion speakers at the expense of
patients’ privacy concerns ran counter other cases in which a differently constituted
Court had favored patients’ right to be left alone. In Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar
Association, the Court had upheld a state bar association’s restriction on attorney
soliciting injured clients. The majority ruled against the attorney who sought
physically or by letter to contact car accident victims. The First Amendment offered
no defense to his effort to drum up business from vulnerable parties.50 On the other
hand, if the anti-abortion statements were directed at the public at large that would
not raise the same concerns of intimidation to be counterbalanced against the
potential of silencing the speaker. A different line of attorney solicitation cases point
to this distinction. In Florida Bar v. Went for It, the Court recognized that even though
state bar associations can protect the tranquility of privacy of injured parties against
direct contacts in connection with injuries, attorneys have a constitutionally
protected expressive right to send untargeted solicitation letter.51 Ohralik and Went
for It recognized that governments can restrict parties from communicating with
persons who suffer concrete and non-speculative medical conditions.52
In McCullen, the Court should have similarly deferred to the state’s decision to
protect patients seeking to exercise their private, constitutional right to terminate a
pregnancy, without being harassed and distressed by a gauntlet of strangers
seeking to talk them out of the procedure. The same public policy concerns were at
play in all three cases. Even though Ohralik and Went for It were about commercial
solicitations–53 while McCullen was concerned a time, place, and manner restriction
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on pure speech–54 only in the former the Court acknowledged the extent to which
listeners rights to dignity can outweigh speakers’ communicative interests. But in
McCullen the Court struck an anti-harassment statute without giving consideration of
how persons engaging in unsolicited, face-to-face advice can harm the peace and
tranquility of women seeing entrance to a clinic providing abortions. The different
status of speakers in Ohralik and Went for It, both of which concerned attorney
communication, and McCullen, which involved private ministers, do not gainsay the
similar listener concerns in all three. The Court used narrow tailoring to engage in
legislating from the bench to second guess actual legislative findings. Nothing in
McCullen limits the holding to peaceful remonstrances with the woman seeking
healthcare services, to the contrary it also protects the speech rights of persons
hurling abuses, deprecating, degrading, and swearing at her. While Massachusetts
relied on evidence rather than conclusory statements, the Court found that the state
failed to meet the high burden of proof.55 On the other hand, the Court reasoning
only gave constitutional weight to free speech but not safety concerns. The result
was a libertarian, non-contexualized opinion.
There are several other recent decisions that like McCullen find speech to be
a dispositive factor without adequately weighing other factors. In these cases, the
Court takes for granted the primacy of speech but does not give adequate weight to
the policy behind the regulation. Some cases presume audiences are interested in
obtaining more information, even manipulative advertising, rather than the
countervailing interest in consumer protection and optimal healthcare.
In the area of commercial speech regulations, the Court has recently
increased protection of advertisers while discounting legislative reasons for limiting
a business’s access to private patient information. In Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., the
Court protected pharmaceutical manufacturers’ prerogatives to gather and use
pharmacy records containing prescriber information for the promotion and
marketing of prescription drugs.56 The Court held that the marketing of such data
was a form of free expression protected by a heightened level of judicial review.
The holding is based on the notion that given more information marketers can
provide better and more accurate drug information. But to come to that conclusion,
the Court downplayed concerns of medical societies’ and their members’, who for
empirical reasons were concerned that data miners will use the information to
pressure physicians to prescribe those medicines that pharmaceutical companies
favor, of the more expensive, rather than those that might be better or less
expensive for the patients. After all, data miners primary goal was commercial, not
medical. They sought to manipulate the marketing and sales of favored drugs rather
than to advance healthcare research or accessibility. The information they presented
to physicians was incomplete and biased in favor of pharmaceutical profits.
Moreover, the state regulations had passed to protect patient privacy: Technically
speaking, information obtained by the data vendors was anonymized, but patients’
identities could be readily extracted through unique identifiers linked to physicians’
prescription histories.57 Despite the manipulative nature of marketing, the interest of
prescribers, which was the dissemination of heath information to patients, the Court
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favored marketers right to gather information and develop strategies to ingratiate
their marketing plans to physicians. The holding advanced product marketing as a
form of speech while discounting government’s interest in protecting consumers
against misleading drug advertising. The lack of context and superficial favoring of
advertisement, empowered pharmaceutical companies to increase profits by
aggressively targeting physicians “to prescribe a particular pharmaceutical[s],”
especially highly expensive ones that continue to be protected by patents rather
than their cheaper generic equivalents. By writing an opinion without weighing of all
the relevant interests, the Court ruled in favor of corporation data miners rather than
public health and the privacy of physicians.
In addition to not giving due weight to privacy, the majority signaled a break
with precedent. In previous cases, after a series of developmental steps, the Court
had settled on using the intermediate scrutiny test for commercial speech cases.58
But in Sorrell the Court used an ambiguous and undefined “heightened judicial
scrutiny” to indicate that in the future it would use greater judicial oversight of
advertisement restrictions. Commentators, such are Julie Cohen and co-authors
Martin Redish and Kelsey Shust, assert that the outcome of the case implies that strict
scrutiny will henceforth be used to adjudicate challenges to regulations on
marketing.59 While that may be reading too much into the case, the wording of the
decision certainly indicates the majority’s shifting thinking in favor of speech
irrespective of the regulatory content. The majority’s formalistic method neither
served to safeguard the rights of all the parties at bar nor did it hold to precedent.
The opinion was not neutral in anything but form: It favored the speech of
pharmaceutical producers, wholesalers, and retailers, but it undercut the autonomy
of physicians and patients. And the First Amendment, as the Court has long
recognized, is not only a right to speak but also a right to remain silent.60 Thus,
Sorrell’s bluster of protecting speech, any speech, irrespective of content, turned out
to favor the speech of behemoth corporations and undermined states abilities to
protect the First Amendment rights of healthcare providers and patients.
Typically the explanation for using rigid doctrines to interpret the First
Amendment are based on constitutional stability. Precedents are thought to set an
analytical foundation for objective decisionmaking that is not predicated on the
identity of litigants nor the preferences of adjudicators. The doctrine of stare decisis
presumes that judges are more likely to be objective in their reliance of first-order
and second-order preferences by building on other courts’ opinions about the First
Amendment or other legal subjects. In recent cases, the Court has rightly confirmed
its commitment to first-order protections of free speech, but it has subtly weakened,
qualified, or changed established precedents, expressing an unwillingness to
review second-order values. In McCullen it placed significant barriers on the state’s
ability to maintain safety near abortion clinics. And in Sorrell it shifted the paradigm
of truthful commercial speech review from an intermediate level of review to
something more rigorous. Opinions in both those Supreme Court cases are written
in terms that protect speech, but they fail to take seriously enough the opposing
constitutional values at stake, namely safety and health.
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Categorical preference for free speech, therefore, does not necessarily lead
to a comprehensive answer to cases and controversies. Indeed, preference for one
constitutional text or value without serious consideration of others pertinent to the
resolution of disputes creates opportunities for political preferences to enter judicial
holdings. The First Amendment label, can serve as a seeming trump rather than an
important component in those cases that are complicated by contrary constitutional
values. Free speech is not simply the check on government policy that scholars like
Ronald Dworkin envision,61 the Court has of late relied on the First Amendment to
advance corporate interests. Rather than protecting vulnerable groups or persons,
the Court has preferred the claims of those with enough money to lobby Congress.
The judicial proclivity for corporate expressions is particularly pronounced in
the realm of campaign financing. A couple of recent decisions have relied on a
libertarian perspective of free speech to shift precedents in favor of huge corporate
spenders. While corporations can now disseminate their message more pervasively
over various electronic media, ordinary people with a fraction of financial resources
have a proportionately diminished voice in politics. In Citizens United v. FEC,62 the
Supreme Court struck a federal statute that prohibited corporations from using
general treasury funds to finance political candidates’ efforts to secure political
office. At play in the case were two crucial constitutional values. The first was the
dissemination of speech with its concomitant audience interest to learn information.
The second was integrity of the representative democracy with its emphasis on fair
elections. The Court put great stock in the communication of ideas but downplayed
the distorting influence that billions of corporate dollars have in manipulating the
outcome of elections. For the Court, the Free Speech Clause was of ultimate
importance. The Court dismissively rejected the legislative judgment for the need to
systematically prevent a massive influx of money and its likelihood to distort and
corrupt electoral campaigns. A more thorough balancing was needed, one that
recognized Congress’s responsibility for safeguarding equal elective franchise. So
too, it would have been important for the Court to consider any alternative policies,
empirical evidence, and fit between the legislation and the statutory aims. Instead,
the Court treated the matter through the strict scrutiny doctrine it applies content
restrictive free speech cases and failed to give similar strict scrutiny consideration to
the issue of election integrity.
The trend in favor of corporate speakers is part of a broader pattern of judicial
pronouncements that claim to favor speech but on reflection politically benefit
affluent persons to a disproportionate degree. In the subsequent McCutcheon v.
Federal Election Commission,63 the Court reviewed law that restricted both the
maximum amount of money a person could give any individual candidate and the
aggregate total a person could contribute to the total number of supported
candidates. For the time being, the Court left untouched the base contribution limit,
but it found the aggregate limit provision to violate the First Amendment and rather
perfunctorily thought it did “little, if anything” to prevent corruption. Placing all
forms of restrictions on content in the same category, rather than acknowledging the
subtle policy considerations concerned with different political actors, an opinion of a
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plurality of justices lacked nuance in its assertion that donor contributions were on a
par with newspaper endorsements of political candidates.64 The Court viewed the
right to contribute to candidates’ campaigns to be “basic in our democracy”
because it was a component to the election of political leaders.65
The assumption that more speech is always socially better66 led the Court in
Citizens United and McCutcheon to strike laws that diminished the corrupting forces
of corporate campaign contributions. The Court discarded precedents, and with
them previous justices’ legal assessments. The holdings second-guessed legislative
policies. In Citizens United the Court ignored its earlier distinctions between the
electioneering of corporate and natural persons,67 and in McCutcheon it dismissively
rejected extensive legislative findings about how individual donors who contributed
in the hundreds of thousands dollars range gain special access to candidates.68
Citizens United explicitly upended long-established precedents, Austin v.
Michigan Chamber of Commerce69 and McConnell v. FEC.70 Those earlier cases had
upheld state and federal prohibitions against the uses of general corporate treasury
funds on political campaigns. Because campaign financing involves speech, the
majority in Citizens United demanded “the most convincing of reasons” to uphold
precedents.71 This highly ambiguous standard of review simply meant that the Court
would not be deferential to legislative judgment favoring natural persons
engagement in politics over that of artificial persons. In McCutcheon, the majority
was more reticent, justifying its rejection of precedent on the pithiness of the case
law rather than carefully scrutinizing the reasoning of past cases that aggregation
limits do not violate the First Amendment.72 In overturning precedents in
McCutcheon and striking the aggregation restrictions, the Court showed an affinity to
categorically accepting the notion that persons with the financial wherewithal have
an almost uncontestable right to use their money to influence political campaigns.
This outcome downplayed other first-order constitutional consideration, the
administration of fair and equal elections. But in the Court’s mind, speech is of so
great an importance that other fundamental rights do not even warrant rigorous
consideration and weighing.
The implication of the Court’s increasingly decontexualized libertarianism is
that the first-order speech value reflexively supersedes other constitutional values.
The primacy of speech rights comes at a cost of other constitutional principles.
Rather than regarding speech to be one among many factors of the Constitution
essential to the fair ordering of constitutional democracy, the Court often closely
scrutinizes restrictions on speech without applying strict scrutiny to other legislative
policies such as the protection of free elections, the health and safety of pregnant
women, or the consumer reliance of government administrators.
D. Libertarian Strains
The Court’s reliance on libertarian theory for the exposition of its reasoning is
evident in a variety of doctrinal areas, including campaign financing, commercial
speech, and hate speech. In this Introduction, I briefly explore existing cases in
these three areas to better illustrate some of the shortcomings of focusing almost
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exclusively on free speech to the exclusion of other relevant considerations. Later
chapters will more fully expostulate on these subjects.
Libertarian free speech doctrine purports to keep firm to the dictates of the
First Amendment, but in cases like Citizens United and McCutcheon the Court relied
on that ideology to strike laws crafted to protect democratic integrity. Scholars often
connect libertarianism with judicial doctrines that strike commercial regulations.73
As the Court has increasingly based its first-order interpretations of free speech
cases on nearly unbounded conception of expression, it has indeed come to favor
more corporate arguments and to restrict government’s power to protect public
equal participation in politicking. However, the libertarian strain goes further to the
reliance on doctrine to strike legislation designed to protect historically vulnerable
groups.
On the economic side, the Court conflates the individual entitlement of speech
with the financial wherewithal to fund political candidates and parties. As a
consequence, the twenty-first century Supreme Court rejects almost all legislative
efforts to differentiate between natural and corporate campaign contributors.74
Moreover, it rejects that federal and state authorities have the power to even the
political playing field by safeguarding the poor and middle class voters against
affluent dominance of elections: The freedom to spend money to promulgate a
message applies to both corporate and private persons. The traditional view that the
judiciary’s obligation is to protect the rights of disempowered citizens against
plutocratic domination and disenfranchisement75 has been turned on its head. The
Court now conceptualizes the First Amendment to protect the rights of corporate and
wealthy individuals against government “suppression of political speech based on
the speaker’s identity.”76 The majority on the bench not only sanctions but welcomes
high-rollers’ spending and influence on political campaigns. Restrictions that were
designed to level the amount of money and other resources a person can spend in
support of political candidates are said to be suppressive “of political speech based
on the speaker’s identity.”77 This breaks from one hundred year tradition, dating as
far back as Theodore Roosevelt’s presidential administration, of legislative
initiatives that minimized corporate entities’ efforts to dominate political lobbying by
expending massive capital on political campaigns.78 Equating corporate and natural
speakers also deviates from stare decisis. In earlier cases, the Supreme Court had
repeatedly upheld congressional authority to limit the use of corporate wealth to
gain “an unfair advantage in the political marketplace.”79 The Citizens United
majority rejected that principled protection of elections, overturning previous cases
like Austin, adopting, instead, a utopian conception of an “open marketplace of
ideas” that could regulate itself.80 The Roberts Court did not bother to examine
whether the law was a narrowly tailored government effort to fulfill the compelling
interest of preventing the moneyed elite to dominate political discourse. No matter
how many millions of dollars a contributor spends to gain access to candidates, the
Court now regards reliance on corporate financial leverage to pressure candidates
to be a normal and inevitable aspect of democracy. Thus, corporations cannot be
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precluded from buying access to politicians through general contributions and are
only prohibited from bribing officials.81
The dominant conceptual strain of both Citizens United and McCutcheon
opinions regards the First Amendment to be a prohibition against government
interference in the use of money to transact political ideas. For example, the majority
of the Court in the former opinion conceive of constitutional protections of free
speech to be born of a mistrust in government interference.82 The Court presumed
that corporate speakers’ interests against government restrictions are aligned with
listener interests. The plurality in the latter opinion emphasizes the burden of
regulation on individuals’ abilities to contribute less money than they would have if
the matter were left to their discretion.83 These opinions favor the affluent, as Justice
Breyer pointed out in his dissent to McCutcheon, and adulterate government’s
constitutional authority “to create a democracy responsive to the people.”84 Without
some limits on election contributions the voice of the electorate at large can be
drowned out by the influx of money.85
In a very different area of law, meant to protect groups against symbols of
terror, the Court in R.A.V. v. St. Paul favored the right of individuals to express racist
messages above government’s interest in protecting vulnerable groups.86 The City
of St. Paul’s ordinance swept too broad a net, criminalizing even speech that made
people uncomfortable, and was therefore too broad to survive close First
Amendment scrutiny. But as a matter of interpretive methodology the Court’s
opinion inadequately analyzed the City’s stated purpose to prevent the use of
symbols likely to illicit an immediate fight.87 The opinion conceived speech to be a
personal right that trumps considerations of equality and policies designed to
protect the public peace.
R.A.V. v. Saint Paul struck down a fighting words ordinance. As in the area of
campaign financing, the Court demonstrated an inclination to strike a law that
limited expression without first give due weight to counterveiling constitutional
interests. The majority in that case overturned a misdemeanor conviction against
teens who in keeping with the tradition of the Ku Klux Klan burned a cross on the
lawn of a black family. The Court became fixated on the content and viewpoint
restrictions of the ordinance rather than also forthrightly engaging with the City of
Saint Paul’s policy of combating immediate breaches of the peace and incitements of
such actions. It gave no weight to the compelling nature of the City’s policy to
prevent anyone from intentionally displaying symbols of intimidation, burning
crosses and swastikas, on public streets or private properties. The majority should
have instead balanced the right to express hatred and animosity by displaying a
symbol of slavery and oppression against the government’s interest in preventing
intimidation, promoting equality, and public safety. Additionally, as I will show in a
later chapter, the majority left entirely untapped concerns derived from principles of
constitutional reconstruction.
Libertarian reasoning about free speech emphasizes the autonomous interest
in the expression of ideas, subjects, and viewpoints. Although elevating speech
above all other constitutional entitlements–as a constitutional trump, recognizes the
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significance of personal expression, political ingenuity, and public information–it is
a limited perspective that is typically dismissive of other pertinent constitutional
considerations. As a result, secondary interests that often arise in First Amendment
cases–such as privacy, elective integrity, or inequality–are swept aside without
adequate judicial consideration.
In recent years, the Court has become increasingly single minded, which has
led it to assert that content based restrictions are all constitutionally suspect.88 That
doctrinal hyperbole does not explain why many types of content based restrictions,
such as those imposed on tobacco distributors or publically traded securities
disclosure remain permissible.
The Court has, however, increasingly demonstrated unwillingness to defer to
legislative initiatives that limit commercial speech, and the public may wonder how
many regulations on commercial speech the Justices are willing to strike to advance
its vision. It has repeatedly held that truthful statements about marketing are
protected against censorship because they are of so great a social importance to
audiences. To some extent this makes sense. Corporations like individuals are selfinterested; therefore, both seek to impact debate for their own benefits. However,
thinking of the matter purely in terms of speech and its suppression misses the key
constitutional distinction between those two classes of speakers. Equating for profit
organization’s speech with that of natural people understates the core function of
republican constitutionalism: Government is made for the people. That overarching
precept of constitutional democracy applies exclusively to human individuals. The
very function of government, as the Declaration of Independence asserts is to
operate in a manner that is likely to advance human safety and happiness.
Corporations are constituted for the benefit of shareholders, but they are legal
entities that aim to advance profits, not civics. Corporate and natural persons share
the interest to profit from enterprises, but only natural people enjoy the
constitutional right to fully participate fully in politics. Moreover, voting is a public
matter, with the broader implication for the personal right to vote being the actions
of political actors on the public at large. Yet in Citizens United and McCutcheon, the
Court placed nearly exclusive emphasis on the expression of information rather than
balancing it against government’s duty to safeguard elections from corruption and
the appearance of corruption.
Campaign financing and fighting words are not the only areas of free speech
in need of contextual dialogue. A balancing approach would reorientate existing
judicial practices. The current state of free speech law is not quite the absolutist,
textual, and literal perspective of Justice Black.89 Nevertheless, recent cases–ranging
from finding unconstitutional a state law that prohibited stores from renting and
selling violent video games to another statute forbidding the distribution of animal
cruelty videos–overwhelmingly favor communications. Those opinions, rightly
recognize the significance speakers and audiences place on free expression, but
they were decided without adequate recognition of parallel and conflicting
government concerns, for instances of child and animal safety.
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Before elaborating a contextual theory of free speech in the next chapter, it is
important to clarify that mine is a study of methodology. Therefore, I agree with
some of the cases that I critique and disagree with others. But it is the libertarian
form of analysis that I mean to appraise and critique. Furthermore, I provide a
balanced alternative to the current status quo, a method more in tune with the depth
and breadth of the issues involved in the assessment of restrictions touching upon
persons’ rights to expression. My suggested approach runs counter to the direction
of the last two decades of Supreme Court jurisprudence, which tends to treat many
content restrictions as automatically suspect.90 Scholars too, such as Justin Marceau
and Alan Chen, have argued that relying on anything less than strict scrutiny to
reviews content-based restrictions on expression “departs from more than a halfcentury of precedent.”91 This categorical line of thinking is analytically suspect
because it discounts other doctrines--such as the public employee, symbolic
conduct, and student speech doctrines–for which the Court explicitly recognizes the
need to balance civic expression with governmental functions. Moreover, the strict
scrutiny standard is itself manipulable. The worst slights of hand occur when the
Court fails to acknowledge equally salient values that complicate review and should
not be discounted out of hand, even when laws include content limitations. The
contextual approach, I will seek to demonstrate, more closely identifies nuanced
constitutional issues and adjudicative factors than does a formalistic method.
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Chapter 2
The First Amendment is a normative piece of the Constitution’s rampart of
representative governance, setting out a structure for carrying out the national
commitment to liberal equality for the common good.92 The literal text of the
Constitution provides a framework, but is only the starting point for exercising
authority. The wording of the First Amendment is ambiguous. On its face, only
Congress is prohibited from abridging free speech; no other branch of government
is mentioned there. That could not however be the full reach of the Amendment. If it
were, the executive branch and the judiciary would not be included in the
constitutional prohibition against censorship. And it is illogical, indeed comical, to
think the President of the United States or judges have unlimited power of
censorship just because the Amendment does not refer to them. Such a proposition
would be a recipe for tyranny and would be incongruous with the nation’s traditions
and ethos.
The very structure of U.S. government is built on a foundation that safeguards
deliberation, self-expression, self-affirmation, and scientific pursuits as necessary
components of liberal republicanism. These rights are not only guarded by the
Amendment but also by the very structure of a government by the people and for
the people, by statutes, and by judicial opinions. Indeed even prior to ratification of
the Constitution, the nation’s founding statement of purpose, as it is set out by the
Declaration of Independence, recited a commitment to establish a nation to protect
ordinary citizens’ safety and happiness. Irrespective of the First Amendment’s
exclusive focus on the legislative branch, all sorts of voters, associations, and soap
box orators would be unsafe unless all three branches were governed by the
principles of an open and tolerant society free of executive and judicial harms. States
too, as the Supreme Court recognizes, cannot suppress thoughts, ideas, symbolic
gestures, and the like.
Given the First Amendment’s dearth of textual guidance, an analytical,
structural, and normative model is needed to remain vigilant against abuses of
power. Judicial doctrines alone will not suffice because our understanding of free
speech must be consistent with the grander principles of constitutional ethos, which
mandates that officials formulate and pursue policies likely to protect individual
rights for the common good.
Free Speech theory should describe existing doctrine, historic trajectory, and
normative value of free speech. A synthetic approach differs from the Supreme
Court's current embrace of a categorical rule. Free speech is not a separate value,
standing over and above any other in the constitutional hierarchy; to the contrary, it
is a vital element of a representative polity committed to advancing the general
welfare by safeguarding individual liberties on an equal basis. Free speech is
essential to popular government, but any analysis of its scope should look beyond
the First Amendment to a more comprehensive ideal of the Constitution. A broad
understanding of constitutional analysis sheds light on why courts should examine
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whether regulations on the content of speech infringe individual liberty balanced
against other significant social considerations. Theoretical context is necessary to
explain why the Supreme Court finds a variety of content-based restrictions on
speech (such as securities regulations, antitrust laws, and incitement statutes) to be
legitimate uses of state power, while others (such as those limiting political debate
or placing prior constraints on licenses) do not withstand judicial scrutiny. A robust
theory should provide the normative basis for balancing free speech against other
values, and it should mark a descriptive baseline for assessing existing doctrine,
legislative initiatives, administrative regulations, state statutes, and municipal
regulations. No simple hierarchy is available for accurate, in-depth interpretation.
Rather, courts should engage in close scrutiny to determine and evaluate all relevant
public policy concerns, past practices, social needs, laws connection to asserted
public goals, and any alternative means of achieving them.
Frederick Schauer has similarly expressed the need for courts to review
broad second-order factors, including ones that are “political, sociological, cultural,
historical, psychological, and economic.” These areas of analytical consideration are
not exclusively relevant for First Amendment disputes, rather they are critical to
constitutional order as a whole. The judiciary’s responsibility is to parse relevant
factors in the context of cases and, thereby, to create, elaborate on, modify, or
overturn doctrines to which courts, legislatures, and regulators can later turn for
clarity. As Schauer points out, analyses of those external factors are necessary to the
development of free speech doctrine. All those facets clarify the significance of the
First Amendment to a free and open constitutional democracy.
Members of a political community benefit from sharing ideas. They are not
atomic being but through communicative interactions with others can impact the
general welfare. The multifactoral “milieu” in which the Free Speech Clause ought to
be interpreted implies the need for a contextualized approach that is true to
principle, doctrine, and sensitive to material facts.93
The people’s entitlement to freely express themselves has synthetic value
that fits the broader construct of the Constitution. The best explanation for why there
are constitutional guarantees on free speech come only partly from the First
Amendment and more expansively from constitutional structure as a whole.
Inevitably, values will point in different direction, often because individual liberties
will collide with government authorities. Resolution of conflicts requires balanced
reflections of topics and ideals directly related to speech but also supplementation
by secondary-factors relevant to coherent normative interpretation of specific
policies, regulations, and cases. Without a core theory, government officials will lack
a consistent and uniform grounding for decision making.
The Free Speech Clause is not a stand-alone provision. As all other clauses of
the Constitution, it is tethered to the people’s enjoyment of representative
democracy. This has both private and public components. As private speakers seek
to express their personalities, and as civic players they seek to participate in
governance. There are a slew of considerations connected to both, among them is
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the right of citizens to petition, associate, explore their identities, associate with
others, be informed, and participate in politics.
First Amendment doctrine has always included an evolving set of
considerations, holdings, tests, factors, and goals. Contrary judicial claims of
originalist stasis94 are belied by the constantly expanding and reinterpreted
doctrine. Definition of a comprehensive theory of speech has become important in
recent years as the Court has expanded the right of free speech enjoyed by
business interests, the purveyors of animal torture recordings, and hate groups. In
recent years the Court has also increasingly characterized conduct with limited
communicative function, including unsolicited advertising, as protected speech
under the First Amendment. This has led to the constitutionalization of a wide variety
of contemporary technological interactions, including cable television shows with
sexual content,95 video gaming,96 and commercial sales of animal torture videos.97
Outside the business realm, many of the Court’s opinions are favor claims of
expression over competing social concerns. For example, the Supreme Court has
found demeaning anti-homosexual statements made at a funeral to be of
constitutional value that even trumped the bereaving father’s right to recover for the
resulting emotional trauma.98 And a majority of Justices have vindicated the right of a
person to lie about military honors, favoring the interest of deceivers to that of
service members and the Department of Defense to maintain credibility about their
awarded medals.99 The tendency to elevate the First Amendment above most any
policy too often displaces the comprehensive resolution of all the relevant conflicts
and leaves judicial rationale incomplete. The Court is eager to protect the rights of
the vulnerable speakers and audiences by leaving open the channels of
communication, but it more often than not gives short shrift to arguments for
vindicating other rights asserted by litigants.
The libertarian pattern of judicial opinions is also evident in other doctrines.
The convergence of conservative and liberal free speech thought has created a
nearly absolute defense against economic regulation, public peace ordinances, and
even sign regulations. Opposition against laws designed to protected public welfare
resembles late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries laissez-faire ideology
against public health and labor laws. During what has come to be known as the
Lochner Era, so named after a pertinent Supreme Court decision, the Court
repeatedly found unconstitutional state and federal laws that restricted the
exploitation of power against ordinary individuals. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, the right to contract became the doctrine of choice to invoke
against legal protection of vulnerable populations, like factory workers.
At the dawn of the early twenty-first century, the First Amendment became the
constitutional defense against civility, drawn upon by litigants as disparate in their
efforts as those challenging financial securities disclosure provisions, conflicts of
interest regulations, scientific requirements for licensed therapists, antitrust
restrictions on retailers and distributors, seizure of computer equipment needed for
a criminal investigation, health regulations for tattoo parlors, and notices of
employees legal rights.100 These efforts are not new. Jack Balkin has pointed out that
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in 1990 liberals along with businesses and other conservatives were relying on
“absolutist forms of arguments” to invoke the First Amendment in support of
interests that ran the ambit from property rights, opposition to affirmative action, and
defense of racist speech.101 Litigant affinity to favor expressive liberty to other
concerns without careful contextualized adjudication has only increased since then.
Litigants have found a more sympathetic court, willing to override nearly all policy
concerns in favor of those invoking libertarian First Amendment claims.
The ideological pattern expands speech rights at the expense of other
interests, giving only passing recognition of legislative policy and little credence to
legislative findings. The Court consistently rejects countervailing concerns in favor
of parties asserting a right of self-expression. For example, in Entertainment
Merchants, where the Court found a right to sell interactive violent games to young
children without their needing to first obtain parental permission. The decision
heavily favored distributors and the consumers of violent representations. But the
majority simply rejected, out of hand, legislative determinations arrived at following
thorough hearings demonstrating the states interest, based on sociological studies
found in peer-reviewed articles and on the testimony of social scientists, finding that
after long-term playing of these games children were more prone to become
irritable, antisocial, callous to violence, and antisocial. Research identified a
correlation “between minors who play violent video games and physical and
psychological harm.”102 The Court put resolution of the case in terms of its content
neutral standard, finding that gaming companies have a First Amendment right to
distribute their products to children without state restrictions on time or manner of
the transaction.
If the Court were to be more contextual in its analysis and more
comprehensive in its reasoning, its opinions would be less prone to charges of
politicization.103 In some cases, even the outcomes might have been the same, but
reasoning more robust, transparent, and analytically convincing. As things stand, the
Court’s judicial aggrandizement indicates political motives rather than constitutional
interpretation.
The aim of this book, then, is to explain a more contextual and less one-sided
method of First Amendment interpretation. A theory of free speech is necessary to
diminish judicial reliance on ad hoc reasoning. Indeed, the First Amendment’s
economic wording, speaking only in terms of restrictions on the legislature, cannot
be consistently interpreted without a theory consistent with constitutional structures
and normative commitments. The method I suggest requires evaluations of the
values of speech in various circumstances and its grounding in overarching
constitutional theory. The Court, to the contrary, in cases such as Entertainment
Merchants has both instructed judges to avoid valuations of other interests relative to
speech and virtually foreclosed content efforts to craft legislation favoring values
other than speech.
1) Communications
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While the wording of the First Amendment is sparse, its meaning has deep
ramifications to individuals’ abilities to live freely, society’s ability to function,
multiculturalism to thrive, and audiences access to useful information. Speech
encompasses a wide variety of utterances, symbols, and references. Meaning is
derived from grammatical rules, contextual uses, idiomatic nuances, local customs,
and other semantic features of articulation, referencing, and gesticulations. This of
course is a non-exhaustive explanation of speech, but it suffices to demonstrate the
many ways that communications between people are possible, relevant, and
influential. The multiple frames of catharsis and interactivity involved make speech
so important to those who express themselves and those who hear its message.
The ability to discuss our internal states of mind, our beliefs, and our
aspirations is a facet of rational faculty. But some communications, which many
people likewise regard to be valuable, are emotive. These might take the form of
raunchy statements, passionate noises, or dissatisfied grunts. These crude forms of
expression are protected for the value they have to individuals, even though they
have no direct effect on political culture or on the marketplace of ideas.
The First Amendment covers an infinite set of communications about
perceptions, ideas, sensations, emotions, philosophies, scientific findings, empirical
studies, and other datum containing internal and external stimuli. Grammatical
structure and vocabulary set some limitations the ability to fully and accurately
articulate our feelings and ideas. Nevertheless, whether the uneducated or savant,
each of us has varying degrees of knowledge, understanding, and wisdom with
which we can affect culture, comfort each other, and advance political agendas by
adopting standards of language, rhetoric, cadence, and infection to convince others.
The implication here is far-reaching. It means that the value of speech to individuals
and polities extends from the teaching and learning of creative writing, to the
construction of philosophical theories and the articulation of empirical findings. This
elaborate process–this human dance, if you will–is done by borrowing from other
languages, abandoning past words and phrases as archaic, and creating something
new to better depict modern technological and political realities.
Language colors how individuals and groups perceive themselves, their
culture, their roles, and their values. Free expression is vital to our constitutional
community. It animates legal, public, and personal actions. The ability to
communicate with others allows individuals to integrate with or differentiate
themselves from social, cultural, religious, or community norms and institutions. By
itself language is a neutral medium available for conservative, moderate, and liberal
causes, for personal development and public causes. Speech can spark change or
promote stasis.
For constitutional purposes, the First Amendment creates a legal right to
express a plethora of ideas. The views can be mundane, orthodox, or heterodox.
The right to speech extends to a multiplicity of human interactions necessary for the
pursuit of happiness. However, not all speech is protected. It is the function of free
speech theory to better understand what forms of communication the Constitution
protects and what forms can be regulated.
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2) A Contextual Theory of Free Speech
A comprehensive theory of free speech must explain the role of dialogue and
self-expression in a constitutional democracy. A systematic framework can provide
lawmakers and judges with a consistent structure for setting policies and deciding
cases.
The First Amendment is grounded in principles articulated by various
substantive and structural clauses of the Constitution and the Declaration of
Independence. Speech plays an essential role in protecting the rights of individuals
who live in a community of equals. Government policies should take into account a
variety of relevant public concerns that are both personal and outward looking. In
many instances, including national security and commercial regulations, statutes
have an incidental or direct effect on speech. Challenges to these cases must be
adjudicated contextually, examining the reasoning behind a statute, its application,
and what effect it has on speakers. Litigants seeking review of such statutes can raise
conflicting claims about what facts should be determinative, what laws should be
controlling, and the interpretative doctrines on which a court should rely.
Judicial review should include analysis of whether restrictions on expression
advance individual liberties and social goods. But these considerations are not to be
evaluated in a vacuum. The written Constitution determines both the extent of
government powers and the rights enjoyed by people. Conflicts between
individuals and state regulators raise a litany of questions about autonomy, dignity,
and government authority. The ideals of equality and liberty are not simply
philosophical constructs but entitlements under the Bill of Rights and other portions
of the Constitution. Like all other liberties, free speech is not an absolute. When
government articulates reasons to enforce certain restraints, its rationale should be
weighed relative to the autonomy interests at stake. A court evaluating a restriction
on speech should identify how it impacts an individual’s sense of identity and
personal aims as well as the relevant community’s collective life.
This assessment regards free speech to be one constitutional value among
others. It embraces the importance of speech to representative democracy and selfexpression but it also recognizes that the First Amendment is not an automatic trump
against all other policy concerns. In this chapter, I lay out a contextual
understanding of speech before turning later in the book to the theories of other
scholars who tend to be more narrow in their focus.
Before setting out on this journey, it is important to note that the Supreme
Court has not annunciated a comprehensive theory of free speech. Debates about
the purpose and function of the First Amendment remain as in flux as over half a
century ago, when Thomas Emerson declared that “no really adequate or
comprehensive theory of the first amendment” had been proclaimed despite “the
mounting number of decisions and an even greater volume of comment.”104 Since
then, precedents and studies of the First Amendment have continued to increase,
shift, and yield new insights, but lower court judges have not received Supreme
Court determination about the scope of the First Amendment’s protections of
speech. The rationales courts use in precedents are piecemeal and often seem to be
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chosen post hoc as the rationalization for politically charged decision making. A
more stable explanation of constitutional free speech concerns would provide free
speech doctrine greater consistency and systematicity. Such an advance in the area
of free speech, as in any other area of law, would provide courts and scholars with
coherent principle, regularity in adjudication, and uniformity of precedents.
One of the most in-depth and influential statements about the First
Amendment appears in Justice Brandeis’s concurrence to Whitney v. California.105 His
approach, as Vincent Blasi has pointed out, is of a political philosopher delineating
how private individuals exercise their communicative autonomy to engage in
statecraft.106
The case itself is not particularly memorable; in fact, it’s better know for
having been overruled by a subsequent decision.107 Its memory survives in the
public mind not for the majority’s depth of reasoning but for the lasting imprint
Brandeis’s expostulation left on subsequent thought about free speech. The Supreme
Court decided it at a time when members of the Communist Party were subject to
prosecution under criminal syndicalism statutes, charged not only with advocating
violent and armed revolution by the proletariat,108 but also with membership in the
party. This approach intruded into people’s ability to engage and participate in
activities with like-minded individuals. The overbroad judicial acceptance of
syndicalism empowered states not only to prosecute those engaged in armed
struggle or preparing minions for it but also persons who simply believed in Marxist
ideology without advocating violent tactics.
In his concurrence to Whitney, Justice Brandeis distanced himself with this
suppression of fundamental liberty, and his concurrence outlined the functions of
constitutionally protected free speech. They included the ability to think, speak, and
disseminate ideas without fear of government persecution. Brandeis nevertheless
realized that “the rights of free speech and assembly . . . are not absolute.”109 In
times of true national emergency, had the communists been calling for the
immediate overthrew of the United States, surely there would be reason to safeguard
public safety against calls to substantial public disorder. But persons’ political
affiliations are not within the ambit of government regulatory powers, even when
their beliefs are outrageous to the general public. The choice of political
membership is personal, requiring individuals to have access to information
necessary to perform their civic duties.
Brandeis drew from a tradition of free speech that had gained momentum in
the early twentieth century. At the time, most cases favored strong-handed
government action in the area of national security. Judges rarely probed
government evidence tendered by prosecutors bringing charges of sedition or
incitement against political dissidents.110 The test judges used assessed whether a
suspect expression created a clear and present danger of a substantial evil. Even in
that early period of First Amendment development, the Court acknowledged that
speech was a fundamental right worthy of special judicial scrutiny.111
He drew attention to the ambiguity of the clear and present danger standard.
He recommended a modified version that would have required government to prove
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that the danger of substantive evil was clear and imminent. Brandeis further opined
that courts should not simply render judgments based on judge’s personal
preferences or their conjectures but the fundamental principles of American
government. As he understood, speech and democracy are interconnected; speech
is not a right independent of any other but of critical importance for selfgovernment. As one author observed, Brandeis “laid out a rationale for free speech
in a democracy, and placed it firmly in the context of American history and
ideology.”112 Brandeis observed that the aversion to censorship can be traced to the
nation’s founding.
Debate has always been central to citizens’ identity and their understanding
of representative government. Citizens’ expectation that government respond or at
least give serious consideration to their petitions has strengthened the nation’s
ability to grapple with complex political issues. The framers enshrined the values of
free speech and assembly in the Constitution because their preservation is
“indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth.” Deliberation, as he
explained it, rather than repression were the best answers to “evil counsels.” Free
discussion, Brandeis continued, facilitates social stability by allowing persons to
publically vent charged disagreements rather than allowing them to fester into
unresolved hatreds. The foremost function of the Free Speech Clause according to
his description is the advancement of effective democratic values, safeguarding
against “tyrannies of governing majorities.” With this explication, Justice Brandeis
became a foremost expositor of the First Amendment for generations of scholars and
judges.
While Brandeis established a contextual starting point, for understanding the
value of free speech, his account requires further elaboration about the personal
value of speech. Political expression is only part of the human experience with
sharing ideas. Artistic endeavors, theatric performances, and personal discussions
of all types are all critical to individuals’ communal humanity. Dignity interests are of
even greater day-to-day importance to the average person than the periodic forays
into politics.
In addition to humans civic consciousness, they are private individuals whose
ability to communicate, listen, and participate is deeply planted both in the First
Amendment and the Constitution as a whole. While Justice Brandeis was undeniably
correct that in 1791 the framers amended the Constitution to guard against
suppression of unorthodox thought, he might have reached even further back into
the nation’s founding to identify the value of free speech. The Declaration of
Independence contained a statement on the importance of free speech and that
predated the Bill of Rights by fifteen years. One aspect of free expression that the
First Amendment explicitly protects is the right to “petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.” This safeguard is meant to prevent the types of abuses
against which the Declaration states: “[i]n every stage of these Oppressions we have
Petitioned for Redress in the most humble Terms: Our repeated Petitions have been
answered only by repeated Injury.” Both documents established the right of the
people to participate in debates and discussion.
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Indeed there is a more indirect but no less important value involved in the
ability to communicate to fellow citizens. It lies in the penumbra of Brandeisian civil
ideal of partaking in and sharing in the marketplace of idea. The Preamble to the
Constitution speaks of general welfare and instructs government to protect
communal happiness. The First Amendment’s protection of speech draws from that
grander and more constitutionally global mandate to advance the good of society.
The right of the people to petition is a key component to the articulation of political
and person beliefs. The channels of communication have grow –and in the age of
digital, telephonic, and other electromagnetic communications, the channels for
reflection, contemplation, and learning have grown by leaps and bounds.
What leaps out from the broader understanding of free speech is the extent to
which it requires judges to interpret cases based on aspirational principles. This
perspective runs counter to the claim or originalists, who argue constitutional
interpretation in general and First Amendment interpretation in particular must be
backward looking. There is undeniable value in learning from the wisdom of the
past. What’s more, the written, legal obligation requires judges, legislators, and
citizens alike to reflect on the trajectory of the law from its earliest days in the
revolutionary era until today. But the text contains a mandate of general welfare that
can only be understood from a presentist context deeply informed by the
achievements and failures of courts, Congress, and presidents throughout nation’s
two and a half century of accumulated wisdom.
As Americans have become more pluralistic in their understanding of
republican democracy, their views on the First Amendment have changed. Legal
culture’s altered perception of the Constitution is clearest in the area of seditious
libel. In the early republic, intentionally speaking in favor of regime change would
have warranted criminal conviction. Criminal punishment had attached in the late
eighteenth century to a person who excited “any unlawful combinations . . . for
opposing or resisting any law of the United States, or any act of the President of the
United States.”113 That form of political censorship, which stifled public criticism, is
now a vestige of the past. Viewing the country’s evolving notion of free speech,
means an abandonment of the relics of a nation that at its founding was less tolerant
of dissent. The nation has long since adopted an understanding more in keeping
with Justice Brandeis’s statement in Whitney. People now freely speak against the
government and laws without worrying about arrest unless their words pose an
imminent threat of harm. Many write on blogs, take to the airways, speak in coffee
shops, converse on telephones, and many other forms of communication in
opposition to government programs, regulations, or any other official conducts.
Greater commitment to debate and discussion has loosened the fears that
informed earlier times. But debate is not of independent value. It is one tied to
speakers and audiences. They as individuals in a polity of equals enjoy the ability to
vent, discuss, and otherwise communicate their ideas. Speech is of vital importance
to a country established on constitutional mandate for government to advance the
good of the people. That is, a country not solely benefitting the few, which would be
an oligarchy, nor advancement of an even narrower group of people, such as a
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plutocracy committed to will of rich or an aristocracy committed to the good of a
privileged class of citizens.
That speech is part of a broad constitutional scheme implies that there can be
certain limits, restricting policies catering to lobbyists for who lavished a politicians
with gifts. Speech should be regarded as a right protected for the good it contributes
to individuals and the good it conduces to society at large. The polity is a social
construct with mandatory rules, whose terms of human engagement must follow the
script of the nation’s independence with its aim to build a government for the safety
and happiness of its members. In addition to Brandeis’s concerns for civic-minded
conversations, the common good of the community of equals includes the ability to
simply jabber, joke, and otherwise express one’s selfhood. That personal aspect of
free speech is implicit in the Declaration of Independence’s assertion that people
have formed a government to better preserve their inalienable right to pursue
happiness.
In general terms, public policy must further the general welfare of the
community of equals, each striving to achieve his or her sense of self-identity. In the
context of free speech, that means judges can rely on the strict scrutiny standard to
review restrictions on expression purportedly meant to benefit the public good but
whose formulation lacks compelling reason or is overly broad.
3) Speech and Other Values
Americans high regard for the value of free speech predates the U.S.
Constitution. The American Revolution would have been impossible without the
formation of associations, especially the colony-wide Sons of Liberty, that facilitated
the spread of petitions, the distribution of letters, and the gathering of conventions.
Citizens expressed their desire to Congress directly. Revolutionaries also used
many other methods to make their opinions heard, including debates around liberty
poles; speeches, books, and pamphlets heralding the vision of a participatory
government; and the many newspapers, journal, person-to-person contacts to
spread word of charges against the Crown and ideas for constitutional change. Free
speech was an essential feature of social and cultural advance at the birth of the
nation. Outside the political realm, the ability to speak freely was critical to
enjoyment of creativity, which made its way into the Constitution in the Copyright
Clause, protecting professional and amateur artists.
Speech drives change, whether in politics or the arts, and disseminates the
ideas, styles, and habits of the past. Principle is critical to the restoration,
strengthening, renewal and exercise or representative democracy. The nation’s
advancement from a land politically dominated by propertied white men to a polity
of equal citizens was furthered by discourse, conviction, and persuasion. Without the
enjoying the First Amendment protection to express views against the mainstream,
abolitionist, feminist, gay rights, and labor movements would have been entirely
ineffective. At times, officials suppressed movements. In the mid-nineteenth century,
both houses of Congress gagged anti-slavery speeches on their floors, and courts
stifled labor unions during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Most
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activists, with the exception of libertarian groups like the American Civil Liberties
Union, did not, however, conceive of speech as the be-all and end-all of their
struggles. These movements sought to instantiate ideals of justice, fairness, equality,
and happiness. These overarching purposes of governance fall within the
Constitution’s mandates for government to benefit the people. The First Amendment
is vitally important to both stability and development of a republic responsible for
the welfare of citizens. Irrespective of the speakers’ identities, speech is essential to
the achievement of persons’ goals and agendas. Written and oral communications
provide doors to the external world, an opening for stimulating national or local
introspections as well as an opportunity to influence, entertain, commiserate, and
reflect on history.
The right to free speech stems from an overall constitutional commitment to a
polity of equal and dignified individuals. This perspective, to paraphrase one of
Justice Powell’s dissents, empowers each of us to voice views or be silent in a polity
of dignified individuals enjoying the privileges of citizenship.114 The American
tradition of free speech is, thus, linked to activism, personality, sociability, and
cultural development. Exclude any one of these values (the personal, public, or
informative) and we are left with an incomplete explanation of why speech is so
relevant to constitutional culture.
Speech advances the enumerated and unenumerated provisions of the
Constitution. The essence of republican government is the prohibition against
tyranny. Speech enables citizens to engage in the many features of democracy,
including voting for state and federal officials. Elections are not directly derived to
the First Amendment, but from the time of the founding the power to articulate ideas
has been an entitlement. But the aspiration of political engagement has remained
constant. Without the ability to freely articulate ones thoughts, government of the
people and by the people cannot function. But the right to self-expression is also a
necessary entitlement in a nation whose statement of independence asserts the right
of each person to enjoy the innate liberties of humanity.
Speech, then, provides individuals with the means of swaying others
politically, aesthetically, and socially. It benefits speakers and audiences. The
Constitution’s mandate for the general welfare allows each actor in the whole
community to be at liberty even when expressing controversial views without
fearing that powerful groups will stifle ideas. The range of matters involving speech
are all connected to a grand principle of representative democracy with the
essential features of general welfare. Although persons operate as civic players, the
welfare of the community is not purely public. Persons also join in a society and
lobby politicians to benefit privately. Protections of communications are as
important for improving governance as it is for improving private lives. The First
Amendment is, therefore, a rampart for the maintenance of self-government, selffulfillment, the quest for knowledge, and creative entertainment. The political self is
inexorably linked to the private individuals and their interests. In the many cases
that these interests conflict, courts must rely on predictable methods of resolution
adopting appropriate standards of review, balancing, stare decisis, or deference.
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The judiciary plays the role of neutral arbiter deciding conflicts among
citizens with legal cognizable claims and defenses. But judges are not alone in their
responsibility to constitutional justice. To the contrary citizens responsibilities to
others requires legislative actions. Many of the thorniest conflicts in First
Amendment law question the extent to which the judiciary is required to defer or
check the power of federal, state, and local legislatures. The fairly inchoate
obligation to protect social welfare gets narrowed to questions of whether
lawmakers have abused their discretion in passing laws restricting speech.
None of us live in a vacuum; therefore benefits to a community may
sometimes trump personal desires. Courts have routinely upheld laws that prohibit
incitement, copyright violation, trademark misappropriation, conspiracy, and other
types of restraints that do not implicate core constitutional commitments.
Controversies arise over what is the nature of those commitments, how to balance
contradictory dictates, how to interpret ambiguities. In some cases speech outside
the First Amendment is easy to identify, hence the famous uncontroversial
prohibition against shouting fire in a crowded theater; at other times legal disputes
are about more grey areas, such as commercial speech, captive audience disputes,
and forced speech; finally, are those forms of speech that are presumed protected,
foremost those that advance political agendas.
In the broadest sense, the First Amendment safeguards the voices of
individuals living in a constitutional community. Each of us seeks to make sense of
their external surroundings and internal perceptions, to note his or her impressions,
and then to communicate those ideas to others, or some of us memorialize them in
written, audible, or video formats. Speakers express their sense of meaning and
audiences engage with it through cultural and personal filters. For constitutional
purposes, separating the personal from the public facets of speech disentangles a
synthetic function of communications and cognition. Such a separation may makes
sense when addressing specific hypotheticals or cases, but that is a matter of
analytical convenience or judicial efficiency. Lurking behind every form of political
speech is a desire to affect individuals, and behind matters of personal expression
are question about the rights of the community.
The United States is a liberal democracy, committed to individual rights and
the informed exercise of power. The Constitution, courts, and activists alike place so
much emphasis on speech because it is connected to the enjoyment of so many
enumerated and unenumerated rights. The Free Speech Clause is unambiguously
related to a variety of other clauses securing voting rights.115 In the context of
intellectual property, the Supreme Court has found that even copyright protections
are not absolute. The ability of audiences to at least limited use written and oral
material is secured because the public can gain access to such materials through fair
uses. Moreover, while a party can claim ownership to how ideas are expressed, the
ideas themselves remain in the public domain.116 So too, the Equal Protection Clause
is linked with the First Amendment’s purpose of keeping government from imposing
its favored view upon classes of people with whom its policy statements diverge.117
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In addition to its links to other clauses of the written Constitution, the Free
Speech Clause is also interconnected with unenumerated rights. For instance,
access to criminal trials, which the Court has identified as a right that is nowhere
explicitly mentioned in the Constitution but is implicit in the Due Process Clause118 is
also linked to the right of speech. As the Court put it, “The First Amendment is thus
broad enough to encompass those rights that, while not unambiguously enumerated
in the very terms of the Amendment, are nonetheless necessary to the enjoyment of
other First Amendment rights.”119 Likewise the implied freedom of association is a
fundamental liberty that is tied to free speech.120 Likewise symbolic
conduct–drawing attention to a message by using some physical object such as a
flag–is clearly within the ambit of the Free Speech Clause, although not explicitly
mentioned there.121 The legally cognizable right to free speech provides persons
with the necessary space to engage in social activity and to participate in community
discussion, debate, and creativity.
Speech is a diffuse right that is best understood in connection with relevant
constitutional norms rather than in isolation. Courts hearing cases involving free
speech should consider whether there are countervailing constitutional concerns to
weigh against those directly dealing with expression. Values that are compelling
enough to warrant balancing include privacy, travel, suffrage, the guarantee against
self-incrimination, and so forth. Rather than confining their reasoning to
communicative values or pre-determined categories. The value of free speech to
individuals, culture, and civil society goes far beyond any doctrines or judicial
traditions. The often unstated assumption is that in the analytical background is the
value of equal dignity. This recognizes both the personal importance and the
correlative entitlement that government is prohibited from abridging. The common
good of the people cannot be realized without honoring the differing opinions
voiced by variously minded persons. Achieving the common good is therefore not
merely a matter of shooting for some abstract general welfare but a matter of studied
public policy that takes into account public order and the people specifically
affected by the administration of laws with a direct or indirect effect on free speech.
Speech is both self-assertive and a means of getting others’ attention, swaying
them, and changing opinions. In addition, communication is necessary for visual
arts, parodies, tragedies, poetry, religious performances, familial tranquility, and an
enumerable number of other subjects defining personalities, giving wings to flights
of fancies, and empowering persons to exercise their rational faculties. Expression
can also have a direct impact on audiences. Dialogue is necessary to make informed
healthcare decisions to share experiences and to commiserate with others, to
acquire financial information, to lobby, to rely on legal remedies, and enumerable
other human activities. Therefore, the power of speech and the constitutional
protection of speech in inexorably connected with personal and public realms. The
First Amendment relates to them both as it does to a more rudimentary concerns
against government overreach into private and public decision making.
The diversity of subjects that fall under the rubric of free speech are
connected to the root constitutional mandate that government protect liberties
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necessary for a community of equals to enjoy safety, happiness, and tranquility; this
is pithy statement is a synthesis of goals encompassed in the Preamble and
Declaration of Independence. The First Amendment should be understood within the
broader context of constitutionalism. As Andrew Koppelman has pointed out that
from the evidently high importance of free speech “it doesn’t follow that these
values should always take priority over the effort to break up entrenched patterns of
discrimination.”122 The value of speech should be determined contextually. By
expressing ideas using an infinite number of linguistic and symbolic
representations, people are empowered to enjoy their dignity, influence others, and
strive for social change. The existence of these values as objects of speech indicate
that they are likely to sometimes be of even more fundamental value than speech
itself.
The Free Speech Clause is not alone in protecting speech. Not all portions of
the Constitution that are relevant are obvious or commonly thought of as speech
empowering. For instance, the Third Amendment’s prohibition against quartering
soldiers in peacetime implicitly allows homeowners to speak without being charged
with breach of the peace for arguing with soldiers demanding ingress; likewise the
Fourth Amendment right against unreasonable searches and seizures protects
citizens who demand an explanation of arresting officers; the Fifth Amendment right
to remain silent implies that a person is free to speak; the right to equal elective
franchise is an expressive one, tied at least in part to the Equal Protection Clause and
the right to choose a political representative; the right to jury trials would be
meaningless if jury members were unable to confer among themselves; the Sixth
and Seventh Amendment rights to a jury trial would be meaningless if the jury were
unable to confer; the existence of a right to habeas corpus clearly means that a
prisoner can petition for freedom; the right to amend the Constitution allows for
debate on the subject of whether such a change is necessary; and the list could be
expanded further.
This does not imply that all constitutional provisions have speech components.
The Second Amendment right to bear arms, for example, is unrelated to free speech
nor is Congress’s power to coin money at all connected to expression. The meaning
of these clauses is of course up for debate without fear of government interference,
but their exercise is not intrinsically connected to communication. More surprisingly
is that not all clauses dealing with representative democracy implicate the right of
the people to speak freely. Most illustrative of this is the exclusion of ordinary
citizens from congressional debates. Take for instance the Qualifications Clause of
the first article of the Constitution that empowers the House of Representatives and
Senate to judge “elections, returns, and qualifications of its own member.” The
provision protects the integrity of elections and creates a safeguard against voting
irregularities.123 There is a disconnect between this and the First Amendment. The
latter First Amendment does not obligate the Senate or the House to open to the
public debates about members’ qualifications.
The main point I am making here is that interpretation of the Free Speech
Clause requires a broader understanding of the Constitution than simply treating the
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provision in a formalistically rigid fashion. Moreover, contrary to the Supreme
Court’s narrow claim that content restrictions can only be enforced against low value
categories as they were defined in 1791, when the Bill of Rights was ratified,124 the
First Amendment should be read through the lense of the three Reconstruction
Amendments, which were ratified in 1865, 1868, and 1870. The Thirteenth
Amendment’s prohibition on slavery and involuntary servitude, the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment’s restriction on discrimination, and the
Fifteenth Amendment’s restraint against racially exclusionary voting regulation
augmented the power of government to act on behalf of civil rights. They should
play an analytical role in government balancing of speech and counter claims.125 The
post-Civil War Amendment’s mandate the favoring of antidiscrimination legislation.
These provisions are particularly pertinent in the context of workplace and
educational anti-discrimination measures. Courts adjudicating free speech claims
should consider the issues in a broad constitutional framework, reviewing First
Amendment doctrines not in isolation but in the context of other constitutional
interests.
Formalistic solutions to the resolution of free speech disputes are
inadequately nuanced for courts to apply law, doctrine, history, culture, and
empathy to disputed facts. Narrow reliance on judicially created categories forces
factually complex disputes into a small set of legal identifiers that are subject to
selective interpretation that may not capture all the considerations relevant for legal
resolution. Fred Schauer has demonstrated that a court’s choice of categories–be
they government speech, public forum, or content based doctrines–skew the
outcomes of cases involving challenges to restrictions on speech, such as
regulations prohibiting the display of Confederate symbols on license plates.126
Rather than resorting to oversimplified categorization, judges should examine the
constitutional, social-cultural, and individual considerations that are materially
relevant to the resolution of a controversy. Legal doctrines and categories should
suggest but not determine outcomes. A case might implicate a variety of
constitutional factors, but they should not predetermine the outcome. Juries and
judges should rather consider them in the context of real disputes, real people, real
social conditions, real cultural concerns, real audiences, and real speakers. The facts
should not serve as window-dressing for predetermined outcomes, rather the Court
should deeply scrutinize the constitutional, statutory, regulator, and cultural
components of cases challenging censorship.
4) Personal and Public Interests
Representative democracy requires the protection of fundamental rights and
the advancement of the public good. This value is not concerned with the benefits
audiences receive from free communications. Citizens are not solely civic actors but
also self-interested individuals. A government beholden to the will of the people,
must respect the will to participate in governance, on the one hand, and selfassertive communications, on the other. People are not divorced of their society or
culture nor does the polity exist without unique constituents. The right to free speech
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is therefore neither a purely democratic nor solely libertarian. A person enjoys
constitutional safeguards even when raising a toast, joking, singing, or otherwise
entertaining. Only a totalitarian government would restrict someone from engaging
in expressive activity in the privacy of ones home, alone on a park bench with no
one around, or under a deserted but acoustically sonorous viaduct. Courts are likely
to find unconstitutional overbroad suppressions of private speech127 as they are to
strike regulation restricting public expressions about community concerns.128 The
First Amendment is a powerful instrument that empowers people to realize the
Declaration of Independence’s guarantee to pursue happiness. So too, voicing
personal and public aspirations is secured by the Preamble’s General Welfare
Clause.
Freedom of speech therefore follows from the dual purpose of U.S.
constitutionalism as set out in its founding documents. Equal rights guarantees
provide for a maintenance of order and fairness that balances abuse of private or
public influence. Each person enjoys the same right as any other to share
perspectives with others. The American people are such adamant defenders of free
speech because expression is a vital component to our lives in a democratic
republic.
By safeguarding personal expression, individuals maintain the autonomy
necessary to debate the latest news or to articulate mundane concerns. The power of
speech, then, opens channels for the flow information about everything from politics
to blasphemy and the exchange of recipes. The Constitution’s protections of such
deep concerns as sexual preferences129 and family living arrangements130 implicitly
allow for the discussion of those subjects without government interference. Stated
synthetically, the right to express oneself freely is a function of both the
constitutional protections of equal citizenry with dignitary interests and the structural
features of a deliberative government. The communication of ideas is both
subjectively beneficial for the speaker, and objectively necessary for measuring
legal standards applicable irrespective of any specific traits.
4) Public Principles
The terms of the First Amendment should be understood in the context of
constitutional principle. The nation’s statements of purpose, which are found in the
Declaration of Independence and Preamble, establish a representative government
whose policies must serve the civic and personal needs of the people. The ability to
speak freely in a society of equals empowers each of us to articulate our thoughts
and ideas–from the periphery of our consciences to the core of our personalities–at
political rallies, coffee shops, museums, and the comfort of our hearths. The First
Amendment is a key rampart against the overreach and favoritism of government. It
safeguards constitutional democracy from the extremes of totalitarianism and the
mundane abuses of local officials.
The Constitution and Declaration create uniform standards against which
other laws, administrative actions, and judicial pronouncements must be measured.
They operate as much on the national, the state, the local, and the county levels.
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Constitutional law creates a unified system of nationally recognized legality, identity,
and normativity. This characterization applies as much to the First Amendment as
any other provision. Government is authorized to create laws and restrict conduct in
accordance with the principle of liberal equality for the common good. Put in more
specific terms, free speech protections advance self-fulfillment and public
contentment. The protection speech is tied to the other guarantees memorialized in
the Constitution: The Fourth Amendment prohibition against unreasonable
surveillance cannot be understood without its free speech correlate,131 the Free
Speech Clause is also connected to the Due Process Clause through the doctrine of
incorporation,132 equal protection of laws is likewise essential to the protection of
free expression,133 and separation of powers imply that if the legislators pass laws or
the executive issue an order then they are reviewable by the judiciary.134 Libertarian
theories of free speech miss this point of constitutional synthesis. They conceive the
First Amendment as the foremost provision that, absent a compelling reason, trumps
any other of the Constitution. A contexualized free speech advocates more balance.
Rather than automatic preference for free speech, it requires evaluation of all the
fundamental or statutory interests involved. History is likewise relevant to the
inquiry as are alternative avenues for regulation and expression. Unlike the
Supreme Court in the United States, the European Court of Human Rights has
explicitly recognized “[t]hat protection of private life has to be balanced against the
freedom of expression.”135
The rationale behind the constitutional protection of free speech is best
understood in the context of a representative democracy of equals. It does not stand
on its own but within the context of other guarantees and, even more broadly, in the
grander scheme of fair governance, respectful of the dignity and integrity of
persons. The entire project of the Constitution combines anti-autocratic, rightsaffirming, and national-welfare features that should play into all free speech
analyses. The constitutional guarantee of speech prohibits government from forcing
orthodoxy onto people.
The right to speech is not only individual but also collective. At times, a
person seeks to articulate a unique perspective. At other times, he or she aims to
associate with others, to join forces in their collective convictions about labor, the
arts, or education.136 Human contacts provide individuals with avenues for
professional advancement, self-enrichment, and community involvement. In some
cases, the meaningful associations will be intimate–limited to a small group of
people, highly selective, and seclusive–while at other times persons seek
comradery in organizations open to the general public.137 In some cases, mutual
cooperation is not simply a matter of convenience or affinity with one’s associates as
much as cooperating for a cause aggregates voices on economic, intellectual, or
political issues. The Free Speech Clause correlates with private and collective
aspirations. Social media outlets augment the ability of persons with common ideas
to influence others.
5) Pluralistic Free Speech
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The individual voice can shed light on subjects to enlighten others. There is a
value of tolerating disparate opinions and tastes, adding to the depth of discussion
and diversity of perspectives. Governmental institutions should be designed to
protect citizens’ abilities to meaningfully and sincerely engage with others. The First
Amendment ennobles a plurality of voices to engage in democratic discourse about
traditional and progressive views on matters ranging from law, society, and culture.
The multifarious personalities that inhabit a polity of equals hold various and often
divergent opinions about what constitute enjoyable lifestyles. Retaining an outlet for
catharsis is coextensive of the Declaration of Independence’s guarantee of
individual’s pursuit of happiness. The ability to express differing conflicting or
supportive impressions without government interference tends to increase personal
happiness and diversify input about public policies. The right to speak freely
enables all people–regardless of their religion, race, socio-economic background,
tastes, or group affiliations–to state their ideas.
Representative democracy presumes that policy will be informed by the
airing of distinct opinions. The Supreme Court has noted that there is a “close
connection between our Nation’s commitment to self-government and the rights
protected by the First Amendment.”138 The First Amendment is a core safeguard for
broadening representative democracy.139 A government of the people presupposes
the existence of differing, conflicting individual and associational points of view.
Sometimes airing these differences goes no further than a debate at a bar or coffee
shop, at other times, though, speakers can convince audiences to put pressure on
elected officials to attend their efforts to some greater good. Pluralistic society is not
a unity, but a community of distinctive personalities who act together but retain the
right to disagree about preferred courses of action, convince each other, to reject
the ideas of others, and even to castigate them for their views. The role of the First
Amendment, then, is to safeguard the right of distinct individuals to vet their ideas as
equals, but ones that often conflict.
Free speech is a correlate of popular sovereignty and personal autonomy. It
provides both the guarantee to speak on public issues and the guarantee to keep out
of politics. Freedom of expression is an anti-totalitarian guarantee that applies
equally throughout the population.
A system that protects speakers to freely address private and public concerns
provides legal redress against government obstacles placed in the way of personal
exploration and engagement in efforts to advance the common good. Sometimes
these goals are met through personal effort while at other times they are achieved
by joining other activists, hobbyists, organizers, artists, or board members. The First
Amendment has broad implications for the entire system of constitutional
governance. It enables everyone to pursue selfish or altruistic goals that do not
create harms such as conspiracies, corporate trusts, harassment, or fraud.
The latitude for open debate does not imply that popular pressure can
legitimize inequality. The effectiveness of speech can be curtailed by other
constitutional means. For example, in Romer v. Evans,140 the Court invalidated a
popularly adopted Colorado referendum preventing local or state agencies from
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adopting anti-gay policies. Under those circumstances, the Court gave greater
weight to the equal protection principle preventing arbitrary treatment of an
identifiable group than to majoritarian interference with civil rights. A democratic
referendum, a prized instrument in the pantheon of constitutional democracy, did
not supersede, the comprehensive prohibition against discriminatory treatment.
Likewise the majority has no license to stifle disfavored viewpoints. But speech is not
an absolute right; therefore, no matter how powerful a corporate lobby promotes
monopolistic practices and advances insider trading that content will not fall under
the First Amendment’s ambit. In all those areas, government can place restrictions
on speech in favor critical social interests. Likewise, when popular movements
advocate immediate harms or a person misappropriates another’s creative work, the
Constitution does not favor speech to the exclusion of other considerations.
Resolutions are not easy, requiring difficult assessments of risks, burdens,
regulatory fit, government interest, and alternative avenues available to creators of
content, and must be resolved through a contextual parsing of facts, statutes, and
precedents to arrive at sound resolutions.
Some mechanisms for resolving disputes are formal and others informal. The
First Amendment favors neither, although in practice formal methods are more likely
to be effective. The right to free speech extends to soap box preaching, art classes,
philosophical debates, negotiations, and campaigning. Finding the proper role for
enforcing, legislating, and adjudicating are matters of structural integrity and
coordination between the three branches of government. The right to provide input
about censorship policies is quintessential to the function of the First Amendment as
a instrument for autonomy and communal deliberation. On the other hand, less is at
stake with advertising consumer products, which has little to do with either natural
person’s private or civil identity.141 In this matter, it is too simplistic to say that any
restriction on content should be suspect, as the Court did in Reed v. Town of Gilbert;
more correct is that in some contexts, especially those where an individual is
expressing his or her humanity or a political opinion, the Court should use extra
close scrutiny, but in matters of business more content restrictions are permissible
without raising the same judicial concern for protecting constitutional rights.
At more fundamental levels–speech that is not purely motivated by economic
enrichment–free speech protected the people’s ability to express views about
matter of such great relevance as gun reform, consumer protection, corporate
taxation, foster care, school governance, immigration, and an infinite number of
other topics. Unlike totalitarian states, the range of conversations in constitutional
democracies are only limited by the people’s imaginations. And this right extends
not only to self-expression but also to advocacy for other’s causes, even ones that
the speaker may not believe. The value of speech is entrenched in the constitutional
system of representative democracy, one that is open to divergent political
perspectives and not limited by philosophical commitment to uncompromising
ideology.
Freedom of expression has social value. It is not only of benefit to specific
individuals. Culture advances through the exchange of ideas. As constituents of
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communities, individuals can influence friends, persons on their block, those of their
cities, states, and nation. Speech is therefore not only of value to the speaker or to
the state but for the public person, which lives in a private sphere with external and
cultural concerns. Insofar as government is created for the people, its obligation
requires laws guaranteeing the testing of ideas behind closed doors and in public
spaces. Speech is not only a personal outlet but also guaranteed for the achievement
of social ends, for example ending policy overreaching such as intrusion into bodily
integrity, or advancing the administration of vaccination plans, and regulation of
affordable health care.
The exchange of ideas presupposes the possibility of organic process, an
evolving community that can analyze, process, and act on new critiques,
perspectives, and insights. Change must be tethered to a constitutional norm in
keeping with the nation’s written Constitution. It is important to remark here that
tolerance of divergent opinions also enables social movements to wage vigorous
campaigns against institutionalized stereotyping, discrimination, and parochialism
that have riddled the nation from its founding. As Jack Balkin has put it, in the course
of discussing the Bill of Rights, succeeding generations are not obligated to meet the
detailed expectations of 1791 as long as the newly “proposed construction . . .
makes the most sense of the clause in the context of the larger constitutional plan.”142
The First Amendment must be balanced against other constitutional and legal
concerns germane to any dispute arising from direct or incidental effects on
expression.
Free speech is not a separate right over and above all others, it is part of a
grander scheme for protecting individual rights for the common good. It fits nicely
with other portions of the First Amendment, such as the Free Exercise Clause, but so
too with less obvious provisions such as the Copyright Clause, the Equal Protection
Clause, and the Due Process Clause. Any time that there is more than one
constitutional provision at play, a court must balance the several interests. Simply
reviewing the differing texts of the constitution, will not suffice to offer a solution.
Neither will the ideas of the founding nor the thought and ideas of the founding
generation provide the rigorous analytical guidelines for interpretation. That is not
to underestimate the important of written text and the historical record. But those are
only some of the considerations involved. Neither can any particular justice’s, nor
even group of justices, words be said to be determinative, otherwise no case could
ever be overturned. Of course, the Supreme Court makes the governing doctrinal
rule for the time being. However, when the decision undermines the principle of
liberal equality for the common good, history, the people’s sense of equal common
good, and narrowly tailored policy judicial opinion should be questioned, qualified,
distinguished, and unusual cases overturned.
The underlying values of the First Amendment as any other portion of the
Constitution are laid out in the Preamble to the Constitution’s General Welfare
Clause and the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence, with its
statement of equal and inalienable human dignity. Where speech violates that
principle–for example, in cases of harassment in the workplace, speech is no
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defense to the enforcement of crucial public policy. Defining this principle is not a
static but evolving process; or more accurately, the central function of the free
speech to provide the forum for individuality and communitarianism remains
constant. But at no point in America’s history can any generation claim an epiphany
to its application in all circumstances and all times. Rather associations, individuals,
social movements, government actors, and even foreigners contribute to the
dialogue, to art, and knowledge. Additionally groups help establish the balance with
other crucial rights against discrimination, poverty, and a other values.
Take, for example, the Masterpiece Cake v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission
Case, in which a baker refused to bake a cake for a couple’s same-sex marriage. The
dispute between the baker and married couple, pitted the values of free speech and
free exercise of religion against the dignitary freedom to have equal access to
public services, there was no simple way to identify a hierarchy of rights. Just
resolution required deep analytical analysis of facts, laws, historical values, and
constitutional principles. No simple categorical examination would suffice to et at the
full range of considerations relevant to the case.
The balance is not always between competing substantive rights. Sometime,
speaker identity and relationship to a state entity affect free expression analysis. In
the public employee line of case, where the Pickering rule is determinative, a court
must take into account arguments for the speaker as citizen and those for the
government as employer. And in the kindergarten through high school education
cases, which are governed by the Tinker rule, balance must be struck between the
interests of teaching, discipline, and order and those of expression and debate. So
too, issues of privacy about intimate details of a person’s life also implicate a
speaker’s right to communicate and the audience’s to obtain information. As the
Court put it in a due process case upholding the right to sexual privacy, “Liberty
presumes an autonomy of self that includes freedom of thought, belief, expression,
and certain intimate conduct.” Values of self-expression should sometimes be
balanced against equality and general welfare concerns.143 In the employment
discrimination field, for instance policies against discrimination can gainsay those of
verbal harassers. Free speech, autonomy, fairness, and the public good are all
values established by the Declaration and Preamble with no definitive hierarchy.
Where litigants raise conflicting claims involving these rights, judges are left with no
option but to balance them in the context of the dispute or controversy.
6) Balancing Content
The Roberts Court has on occasion warned against weighing free speech in a
balance against other concerns. Justice Kennedy, just as others in the libertarian
camp, rests on liberty portion of the autonomy equation rather than identifying the
whole range of constitutional concerns, be they personal privacy or national
security, that litigants might point to for counterbalancing free speech concerns.
Justice Clarence Thomas made the most stark statement on this point. All content
regulations, he asserted in Reed v. Town of Gilbert, must be judged by the highest
levels of judicial interpretation. Roberts, Kennedy, and two other justices joined
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Thomas’s oversimplification, “A law that is content based on its face is subject to
strict scrutiny regardless of the government’s benign motive, content-neutral
justification, or lack of ‘animus toward the ideas contained’ in the regulated
speech.”144 Free Speech doctrine is far more complex, tangled, and contextual than
to assume all restrictions on speech to be invidious.
Not all categories of speech are protected and some are explicitly balanced,
as we note in the Pickering line of cases. And the reason behind the restrictions is not
just a matter of past practices but of values, deep and rich connections to the ideal of
fair protection benefitting representative democracy. Thus Reed’s categorical
assertion mis-represents existing doctrine. Certain forms of speech are not
protected because of their content. The antiharassment provision of Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 are telling.145 The statutes provides remedies for victims of
hostile work environments, even where there is no direct negative employment
consequences. The statute is grounded on the principle that employees have the
right to work without being subject to “discriminatory intimidation, ridicule, and
insult.”146 The statute creates civil liability against employers who tolerate work
environments where victims are subject to undesired sexual advances, other
unwanted sexualized verbal requests, or sexualized hostilities and intimidations.147
The statute is constitution despite its overtly content restrictions on self-expresion.
A court can only ascertain whether a statement is hostile by examining the
words or gestures and the context in which they were uttered. For example, a
worker’s claim of sex harassment must demonstrate that the employer made or
tolerated sexual derogatory comments. Court can evaluate whether victims were
subject to insulting epithets or to sexual objectifications.148 A finding against the
employer requires evidence of allegedly offensive comments.149 Content based
evaluations are also made for other protected categories under Title VII. An Arizona
based district court judge indicatively asserted, “To establish that a hostile
environment claim based on national origin exists, plaintiff must show that: (1) he
was subjected to verbal or physical conduct because of his national origin; (2) the
conduct was unwelcome; and (3) it was sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the
conditions of his employment. .”150 He can recover when the totality of circumstances
indicate that the employer showed “manifest indifference or unreasonableness in
light of the facts the employer knew or should have known”151 of harassment, such as
explicitly degradingly pejorative statements made at work.152
Thus the Court’s formalistic statement in Town of Gilbert that “[c]ontent-based
laws—those that target speech based on its communicative content—are
presumptively unconstitutional and may be justified only if the government proves
that they are narrowly tailored to serve compelling state interests,”153 disregards
case law and the operation of evidentiary standards. While employers sometimes
propound First Amendment defenses in sexual harassment law suits, courts have
found verbal discrimination in workplace settings to be unprotected. The Supreme
Court has signaled the issue to be so much a nonstarter that even in a case wherein
both sides briefed the matter during the course of litigation, the Justices refused to
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address a First Amendment attack to Title VII’s prohibition on workplace harassment
and hostile environments.154
The Court’s effort to justify the content neutrality standard and still maintain its
deferential decisions on Title VII as not targeting expressive content155 are not at all
convincing. Indeed, there is an undeniably content based judicial assessment
explicitly built into the current rule for finding a Title VII violation, “When the
workplace is permeated with discriminatory intimidation, ridicule, and insult, that is
sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of the victim’s employment
and create an abusive working environment, Title VII is violated.”156 There is simply
no way to identify what statements are intimidating, ridiculing, and insulting without
parsing out their contents, viewpoints, and contextual meanings.
Even if an employer or employee covered by Title VII were to be expressing
misogynistic or racist speech to express authentic political or personal views, that
would not be a basis to dismiss a suit from proceeding. Neither is it any defense to
claim that photos of sexual acts, lynchings, or executions hung at work are factually
accurate. Neither the EEOC nor a private litigant needs to prove that there is a
compelling state interest in restricting harassing speech in the workplace. The
antiharassment policy is not merely content discriminatory, but it disfavors a
particular viewpoint, one that is abusive because of its degrading sexual, racial,
xenophobic, or bigoted perspective.
There is a mix of personal and private concerns in this area of law that relates
back to the guarantee of dignity as the best means of securing civility. In the case of
workplace harassment, the Supreme Court has explained that the harm extends
beyond the victim.157 Workplace behavior has an impact and is influenced by “a
constellation of surrounding circumstances, expectations, and relations which are
not fully captured by a simple recitation of the words used or the physical acts
performed.” Judges must therefore bear in mind the “social context” of an act in
Title VII cases158 as well as the federal government’s Commerce Clause power to
pass laws regulating businesses that have a substantial effect on interstate
commerce. We are members of a civil community, and any review of a speech
regulation should look to social context and any nexus to other relevant
constitutional clauses, statutory provisions, and common laws to weigh the state’s
purported policy against any private effect.
Even when the strict scrutiny standard is appropriate to protect core speech,
the Supreme Court has in exceptional circumstances found a state can elevate above
its high barrier against government interference. In Burson v. Freeman, the Court
faced a challenge to a state election statute. Tennessee made it illegal for anyone
within 100 feet of a polling station on the day of election to campaign, display of
campaign posters and other materials, distribute of campaign literature, or make
campaign speeches for or against a particular candidate or political party. A
treasurer for a candidate seeking municipal political office in the state of Tennessee
had facially challenged the law, arguing that it “limited her ability to communicate
with voters.” The law raised the Court’s concerns because it restricted political
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speech, was a content based limitation, and governed the communicative use of a
public forum.
The Court engaged applied strict scrutiny analysis to the content restrictions
on campaign speech but held that Tennessee had a compelling reason for securing
voters unimpeded right to vote. The law allowed the state to maintain the integrity of
elections against fraud, intimidation, interference, and manipulation despite the
limitation it placed on core political speech. The administration of fair democratic
elections outweighed Plaintiff’s speech interests.159 The fair administration of
election is of highest importance to representative governance. Maintenance of a
system where people can cast ballots freely, without harassment, in turn helps
government guarantee speech to the general population rather than special interest
groups who might otherwise undermine the legitimacy of election results.
Comprehensive decision making goes beyond the more narrow approach to free
speech articulated by some leading theories of free speech.
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Chapter 3
I turn my attention to the three most commonly accepted views about the
constitutional purposes for protecting free expression. My aim is to distinguish my
theory from those primarily focused on free speech. This chapter demonstrates how
an approach that synthesizes the personal and political aspects of expression
explains the function of the First Amendment better than those three. Understanding
free speech within the context of other legal guarantees is necessary for
comprehensive adjudication. Courts should seek to carefully weigh the evidence
before them rather than formalistically preferring speech irrespective of other
explicit government priorities. Without such adjudicative rigor, litigants are more
likely to turn to the First Amendment to thwart legitimate public policies that
tangentially affect speech.
All three approaches discussed in this chapter narrower in their conceptions
of speech than the contextual approach I propose. While I believe the First
Amendment is a critical fixture of a more complete constitutional scheme of
representative government requiring close balancing of various values, the
dominant schools of thought regard the Free Speech Clause as the preeminent
feature of the U.S. Constitution. My contention is that it is critical to a larger scheme
of safeguarding liberal equality for the common good, which is the principle
mandated by the Preamble and Declaration.
The right of expression is preserved against state abuse because
representative democracy cannot function without it. Indeed, the freedom to
articulate ideas is essential to any political systems guaranteeing deliberative
lawmaking and heterodox self-expression. The social value of the right to free
expression lies in the speaker’s dignitary will, the public’s anti-authoritarian drive,
and the audiences’ informational urge. This perspective seeks to be
comprehensively contextual and to eschew atomistic formalism. Professor Fred
Schauer correctly asserted that First Amendment theory should be formulated in a
“political, sociological, cultural, historical, psychological, and economic milieu.”160
These and other facets of constitutional free speech protections should be
understood within a unified theory of a government structured to protect individuals
and advance the general welfare.
Theoretical clarity can provide insights into why certain linguistic content,
such as political platforms, are protected and others, such as true threats against the
President, are not. Clarity about the role of self-expression in a representative
democracy can help individuals, associations, and government actors check abuses
of power by balancing all relevant concerns for the resolution of disputes or the
creation of policies. While theory should be backward looking to precedent and
historical facts, aspirational values should also inspire public deliberation and
morality. A foundational theory of the First Amendment can provide the analytical
framework for critiquing Supreme Court cases, statutes, and regulations. The most
commonly adopted theories of free speech, as this part seeks to demonstrate, are
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too narrow in conceptual scope to account for important strands of constitutional
thoughts and ideals.
A. Personal Autonomy
1) Autonomy Theorists
A widely accepted rationale for protecting free speech is predicated on the
notion that the First Amendment safeguards personal rights to articulate thoughts,
ideas, sensations, and preferences. Without protections on their speech, individuals
could not reach their intellectual capacities and artistic abilities. Heavy-handed
government regulations inflict dignitary harms by undermining persons’ expressive
self-construction.161 This approach focuses on the individual. As Professor Rodney
Smolla conceives it, “Freedom of speech is part of the human personality itself, a
value intimately intertwined with human autonomy and dignity.”162 Speech is linked
to “each person’s central capacity to reason and wonder,” thereby placing it above
other forms of fulfillment.163 Government cannot stifle a person’s expressivism, even
when the speaker might offend others, as might be the case if a person uses
expletives to voice discontent in public places.164 Professor Seana Shiffrin adds that,
“A large part of what we value about speech is located in the speaker’s intentions to
communicate to an audience and to influence, through the transmission of content
and its uptake, that audience’s perceptions, beliefs, and plans.”165 Shiffrin thus adds
insights into why a person seeks to express ideas and into their value to listeners.
Professor Edwin Baker also adopts a personalized perspective; however, he is
firm in the conviction that audiences cannot dictate individual decisions.
Democracies instead safeguard personal liberty of self-expression, self-exploration,
and self-reliance against suppression.166 His view is closely tied to Thomas
Emerson’s classic expostulation, “The right to freedom of expression is justified first
of all as the right of an individual purely in his capacity as an individual. It derives
from the widely accepted premise of Western thought that the proper end of man is
the realization of his character and potentialities as a human being.”167 Baker is even
more nuanced, asserting that the “two key” values of the First Amendment are “selffulfillment and participation in change.” He recognizes the value of general welfare,
which he links to government’s obligation “not impose restrictions on a person’s
right to speak.” It is up to the individual to identify what to value and government’s
duty to respect “individual autonomy.”168
That respect assumes that each individual is self-determinating and free to
express preferences.169 Baker defines personal autonomy to be “a person’s authority
(or right) to make decisions about herself–her own meaningful actions and usually
her use of her resources--as long as her actions do not block others’ similar authority
or rights.”170 Baker isn’t arguing for a do-whatever-you-want libertarianism.171 His
conception is also more restrictive than other autonomy theorists, for instance he
argues against commercial entities receiving the same free speech protections as
“citizen governors.”172
As convincing as Baker’s theory is in explaining the rights of speakers, it lacks
sufficient nuance about how to resolve conflicts between autonomous and free
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people. His statements about personal autonomy fathoms a self-conscious individual
directed by self-perceptive and self-assertive orations. But people are multidimensional creatures who hold many incongruous beliefs and desires. Sometimes
we are willing to be self-sacrificing for some higher end: For instance, many men
who voted for the Nineteenth Amendment, securing women’s right to vote by
constitutional amendment, diluted their own political votes in the name inclusive
politics. It certainly contributed to the general welfare by allowing half the
population to enjoy an equal privilege of citizenship. Some laws granting speech
must limit the autonomy of a portion of the population in order to expand it for
others.
Baker writes that “[s]peech is protected [by the Free Speech Clause] not as a
means to a collective good but because of the value of speech conduct to the
individual.”173 The Supreme Court has, indeed, recognized the autonomy value of
speech in a variety of decisions but not to the exclusion of other public concerns. In
one case striking an overbroad statute prohibiting picketing near schools, the Court
asserted that the guarantee of free expression without government censorship was
meant to “assure self-fulfillment of each individual.”174 But in the same opinion the
majority realized that self-fulfillment was also directly connected with “the continued
building of our politics and culture.”175 Speech is valuable on personal, civil, and
social levels. Protection of the very personal values of “dignity and choice,” the
Court pointed out in another opinion, requires the removal of unwarranted
government restrictions. Here too the majority thought that the protection of
individual rights functions to “ultimately produce a more capable citizenry.”176
Thus, the Court has time and again integrated the values of the speaker with
the social need for communicative liberties. For instance, the self-realization of
copyright and defamation laws serve both interests; they protect personal creativity
and reputation while also respectively fostering social innovation and mutual
respect. Put another way, rather than subsuming social-beneficence into personal
liberty theory, as Baker’s approach would counsel us to do,177 the Court, quite rightly
I believe, regards the value of self-realization to be furthered by regulations
designed to protect individuals living and operating within a political unit.
Like Baker, Thomas Scanlon at one point in his philosophical career criticized
consequentialists who argue that speech is protected to achieve beneficial
outcomes.178 In his early expostulation, Scanlon focused on individuals’ right to
follow their chosen courses of action and laws worthy of obedience.179 His account
lacked any explanation of why people follow regulations that they disagree with and
regard deleterious to their personal interests, including laws governing copyright,
patent, defamation, insider trading, and the like. Each of us can have unique views
about the value of such regulations, but, whatever our attitudes, they will remain
binding.
Scanlon was right to say that distributive rationale offers an incomplete
defense for the value of free expression, but his early discussion did not take into
account the public good arguments in favor of regulations that protect creativity,
consumer name recognition, reputation, and compelled commodities disclosures.
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These laws are required for a society committed to the public good without
compromising autonomy rights to the pursuit of happiness. Without them, there
would inevitably be continuous, daily conflicts of autonomous interests without any
legal recourse.
Fascinatingly, in his later work Scanlon explicitly rejected the exclusively
personal autonomy explanation for the protection of speech. Instead, he came to
believe that “the best account of freedom of speech seems to me to be neither
democracy-based, nor autonomy-based, but irreducibly pluralist.”180 His later view
seems to me far more comprehensive and complete, but it lacks the important
component of how to identify the multiple values of speech. It is here, I believe, that
the theory must be grounded in the founding statements of nation purposes, as they
are set out in the United States by the Declaration of Independence and Preamble
Constitution. But these texts are far too abbreviated to resolve complex problems
about all manner of issues from net neutrality to conflicts between establishment of
religion and free speech. Courts and legislators adjudicating and formulating
policies, especially those involved in the uses of modern communications tools,
should balance interests rather than simply relying on formalistic tests. The
weighing of interests, laws, precedents, and history should be contextual enough to
give a full vetting to all the values at stake. The conclusion will often be incomplete
and faulty, but that is the nature of common law reasoning and legislative
deliberation. Balancing allows for regular reevaluations according to the core
commitments to liberal equality for the common good, rather than some undefined
plurality of values.
Professor Martin Redish is one of the most resolute supporters of the
autonomy argument. He regards self-realization as the “only one true value” of free
speech. Redish recognizes that there are, what he calls, “subvalues” such as the
“checking function” and “marketplace-of-ideas concept” of free speech, but
believes that they all derive from the “self-realization value.” While Redish does a
meticulous and nuanced job drawing attention to the value of self-realization, his unicentered account does not adequately explain why government can place limits on
any speech. The Supreme Court has never understood the First Amendment to be an
absolute protection of personal expression. Some other value–such as equality and
the common good–also identify the limits of what state actions are legitimate for the
topic at hand. In the end, Redish is too concentrated on speech alone. He writes that
other theories of free speech are manifestations of the self-realization approach, but
his reasoning does not build up from a cornerstone theory of representative
democracy.181 Self-realization is limited by the rights of others, not all of which are
speech-based.
Redish’s argument is comparable to Professor David A. J. Richards’s. Both
believe that other explanations of free speech are “less powerful” than the autonomy
and self-respect explanations. Richards asserts that all the various modes of
expression–freedom of the press, speech, and association–“derive[] from the notion
of self-respect.” He locates the central significance of free speech in the “human
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capacity to create and express symbolic systems, such as speech, writing, pictures,
and music, intended to communicate in determinate, complex and subtle ways.”182
The autonomy value of self-expression is undoubtedly at the heart of why the
United States and other liberal democracies value it so highly. But this monofocus on
autonomy does not get at the entire rationale for our constitutional protection of
speakers, writers, comics, inventors, actors, scientists, academics, teachers, and all
manner of other speakers. Without any additional factors, guaranteeing the selfrealization of speech fails to differentiate between the plural social values of speech,
including the fraudulent and informative. Redish’s exclusive focus on personal
agency creates a presumption against limitations set on individuals rather than
identifying the importance of speech in contextual and balanced terms. Focusing on
the individual alone leaves undifferentiated the various types of communications.
For instance, the value of truthful advertisement or truthful journalism may be satisfy
some people, while others will want to advertise fraudulently and misleadingly. We
tend to think of the former as having greater value that the latter. Indeed given a
commercial speech case, a court can enjoin a person who wishes to advertise
advocate for some illegal product. Neither can a person communicatively put
another into imminent fear of bodily harm, no matter what the expressive value
might be.
2. Evaluating autonomist’s claims
Autonomy theories get at the nature of human consciousness, personality,
feelings, and other characteristics whose outlet includes communication. A
significant aspect of each person’s sense of dignity is the ability to convey facts,
views, commands, and inquiries to others. Free speech is also critical to “moral
growth.”183 Personal identity is directly tied to the ability to formulate opinions,
ascertain facts, and relate ideas. Freedom of speech enables everyone to explore
the innermost workings of his or her mind and to spread knowledge. All humans
engage in the construction of semantic and syntactic combinations of words,
symbols, or other forms of categorizations that enable us to interact with others and
to gain their insights. Communication allows us to share what we have learned, our
preferences, criticisms, pains, joys, and all the various experiences contained within
our personal senses that would remain purely phenomenological without language,
signs, and sometimes even grunts and gestures. The speaker may be seeking
influence, catharsis, assertiveness, inquisitiveness, boastfulness, or intimacy.
The dignity-based justification is appealing because it resonates with the
personal desire for self-assertion, but it is vague about how some regulations, such
as those on obscenity, can be justified.184 Schauer points out that dignity is a two
edged sword. It can justify self-assertion but also to rationalize restrictions, as is the
case with defamation.185 While dignity might not be the complete explanation for
why liberal democracies treasure free speech so dearly , it is undeniable that the
ability to articulate one’s desires and higher intentions is essential for the human
pursuit of happiness, which is guaranteed by the Declaration of Independence.
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The protection of free speech found in the Constitution stems from the
Unalienable Rights Clause of the Declaration of Independence. Those two
documents establish sovereign and particular institutions to work for the general
welfare by allowing people to enjoy their equal human entitlement. The protection
of individual expression and discourse is essential to personal dignity, aspiration,
access, knowledge. insight, and wisdom. Chief Justice Warren Burger similarly
asserted that the “guarantees of free speech and press” were among our ideals
“before and since 1776” that “those who drafted the Declaration, and later the
Constitution” had in mind.186 The social contracts formed by these documents
creates not solely a personal interest but also a public right to stir action, debate,
disagree, and find commonality. But the autonomy branch of free speech only gets at
the personal not public nature of free expression.
Justice Brennan, writing in a dissent, likewise integrated the two into his
thought: “Freedom of speech is itself an end because the human community is in
large measure defined through speech; freedom of speech is therefore intrinsic to
individual dignity.”187 The Petition Clause, which is a part of the First Amendment,
protects an aspect of speech that extends beyond the individual. It safeguards the
right to discuss ideas as a political equal. This constitutional safeguard vindicates a
grievances American revolutionaries articulated in one of the Declaration’s
paragraphs, “In every stage of these pppressions we have petitioned for redress in
the most humble terms: Our repeated petitions have been answered only by
repeated injury.”
This is not to equate the two founding documents. Some of the essential
features of the First Amendment–right to a free press, free exercise of religion,
assembly, and the prohibition against the establishment of a state religion–do not
appear in the Declaration. It would nevertheless be too dismissive to ignore the
older statement of sovereignty. The Declaration points to how important petitioning
is to the people’s ability to protect their independence. This is connected, no doubt,
to the ability to express one’s thoughts, but that is still too narrow an explanation.
The Declaration helps better understand the fuller meaning of the right of selfexpression. Effective petitioning invokes not merely a right to write letters and not
send them or to create political art but not display it. The people need access to
politicians and fellow citizens to convince them to pursue specific policies. Citizens
are more likely to effectuate beneficial change when they are united as a community
of equals rather than as atomistic individuals. In addition, the right to speech and the
safeguard of petitioning, are tied to the Preamble’s predicate that government
should act for the general welfare.
Both the Constitution and Declaration establish something greater than
speech: A system of policies and practices for the protection of human dignity and
the common good of constitutional society. Self-expression is a key component to
this overall purpose of constitutionality.
The personal autonomy perspective on free speech correctly recognizes that
the First Amendment protects individual self-presentation, but that explanation is too
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atomistic, set apart from other aspects, clauses, and broader ideals of the
Constitution. It is a mistake to identify it as the only reason for protecting expression.
Justice Brennan articulated in another dissent that free expression fosters selfgovernment and is “intrinsic to individual liberty and dignity,” and advances
“society’s search for truth.188 This statement combines deontological duties to
individuals and consequetialist aspirations for a better society. The human urge to
assert insight and personality, to make novel and controversial statements, and to
explore personal and public ideals typically outbalances the interests of
government censorship. However, certain social interests–in intellectual property,
trademarks, and so forth–sometimes counterbalance those of speakers. These
interests are not always in conflict.
Litigants, lobbyists, pundits, and soapbox speakers voicing opinions in a
public park or on blogs can enjoy self-fulfillment and further public values. The
underlying purpose behind the First Amendment’s commitment to free expression is
to guarantee the individual freedom to pursue happiness within the public structure
of a representative democracy. Representative government is no doubt instituted to
secure rights, such as self-expression. But government as a sovereign unit is
composed of multiple individuals, each with his or her own agenda, and in need of
public policy that can dictate reasonable restrictions. Libertarian defenses of free
speech miss the greater function of social contract, the need to maintain public
standards against reputational harms, government accountability, and education that
would be impossible to pursue if each person were an island of dignity. Harms
require redress, which usually doesn’t sit well with those who are punished.
Government is answerable to the people for the policies it pursues. It is also
obligated to maintain order that must limit incitement, conspiratorial criminality, and
other harmful forms of expressiveness.
The dual personal and public importance of speech has been recognized
since the days of the colonists. While free speech was not often discussed in those
days (the right to petition was of much greater moment to revolutionaries), in the
midst of the American Revolution, a Rhode Island newspaper published an
anonymous author’s column eloquently asserting: “Freedom of speech and public
writing is the birthright of every man, a sacred and most invaluable privilege, so
essential and necessary to the happiness of a free people, that the security of
property, and the preservation of liberty, must stand or fall with it.”189 Another
writing disapprovingly of the Alien and Sedition Act of 1798 regarded free speech
protected by the First Amendment to be an “unalienable right.”190 The right to
freedom of speech was tied to the rights of conscience and private judgment.191
According to these views, speech is an individual right that is equally vested in all of
humanity that must be guarded against government intrusion.
The individual value of speech does not, however, entirely capture its function
and import to a just polity. American colonists regarded speech to be “necessary for
the good and welfare” of their provinces.192 Government interference in either
debates on the sciences or politics were believed to impede edifying discussions in
both, but false speech was regarded to be of lesser value.193 Benjamin Franklin
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recognized the value of discussing matters of “morality, politics, and natural
philosophy,” with companions at a weekly meeting.194 From the Revolutionary
period to the present, social movements have put great store into the ability to
confront oppression, voice opposition, and seek reform. The power of speech has
been advanced at liberty poles, abolitionist meetings, publishers’ desks,
conventions, union halls, woman and manhood suffrage conventions, and civil rights
meetings.195
Speech has been essential at all stages of American history. Without the
freedom afforded by the First Amendment the whole character of the country would
have been different and representative democracy would be quashed. But the
Amendment has never been understood to be an unlimited license. Various degrees
of regulation are needed. Individual rights of autonomous beings are bound to
conflict on occasion as they do in the intellectual property realm where one person’s
interest in maintaining proprietary rights over certain content regularly conflicts
with the desire of another to use it for self-expression.
3) Autonomy and Copyright
Autonomy theory provides insight into why free people living in a liberal
democracy communicate ideas, both to express their inner workings and to gain
others’ consent.196 Disagreement is inevitable. Edward Baker explains that general
consent is impossible, therefore an equal, autonomous agent is empowered to
persuade but not to force assent. If a speaker fails to convince others, she remains
free to act contrary to accepted orthodoxy, choose to avoid conflict and follow laws,
or to engage in civil disobedience.197 While autonomy theorists, like Baker, provide
convincing explanations about why the First Amendment should at a minimum be
understood to protect moral agency against government orthodoxy, they leave
unanswered when and why government can censor autonomous speakers.
And there certainly is such a need. Baker, for example, acknowledges that
copyright law is a “legal mechanism for restricting the content of other people’s
expression.”198 This begs the question of why government can restrict any
expression of individuals who might want to use copyrighted materials to convince
fellow citizens or to embellish artistic works.
Copyright is both beneficial to the creators, audiences, even more generally
cultures.199 Baker criticizes the restriction of noncommercial copying for the law’s
impact on personal and press liberties.200 Copyrights are granted to incentivize and
protect personal creativity. However, beyond the autonomy explanation, it is fair to
recognize that while they further one speaker’s autonomy, they place limits on
others.
Copyright laws protect an author’s self-expression in tangible forms201 but
also suppress the speech of would be infringers. The potential conflict between
copyright and free speech has long been recognized.202 However, the Supreme
Court’s copyright doctrine mistakenly separates analysis under the Copyright
Clause from First Amendment scrutiny, rather than weighing the concerns of both in
the broader structure of constitutionalism. Connecting the value of expressive
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propriety and public information could allow for a full airing of copyright disputes,
both commercial and noncommercial. In the remainder of this part of the chapter, I
concentrate on how a contextual balancing of constitutional rights should approach
the topic of copyright law without lending unneeded preference to autonomy
concerns.
Copyright decisions should not solely be based on self-realization
rationalization but, rather, an explicit balancing between the author’s autonomy and
utilitarian analysis.203 The Supreme Court doctrine, unfortunately, separates
autonomy from public concerns. An example of this compartmentalization is a case,
Golan v. Holder, decided in 2012 where the majority separated its review of
Congress’s authority under the Copyright Clause from the First Amendment
challenge.204 Justice Ginsburg’s majority opinion of the case neither reflected on how
copyright fits into a broad constitutional scheme nor did it apply Free Speech Clause
scrutiny. In upholding the constitutionality of Section 514 of the Uruguay Round
Agreements Act (“URAA”), the Court relied on the idea/expression dichotomy and
fair use privilege in an effort to reconcile the suppression of expressive content,
which would have required strict scrutiny analysis under First Amendment review.205
Constitutional balancing in this case was curtailed by precedent. It followed
analogous precedential balancing of other areas–such as those involving public
employee speech, fighting words, and defamation–insofar as the majority’s
consideration was limited to the particular speech at bar rather than to exploring a
broader set of relevant constitutional values.
Golan’s formulation of the Copyright Clause to the exclusion of First
Amendment reflection was in keeping with an earlier decision, Eldred v. Ashcroft,
where the Court upheld the constitutionality of the Copyright Term Extension Act
(“CTEA”), which retroactively extended by twenty years the term of copyrighted
works that would have otherwise entered the public domain. This buttressed the
right to ownership of intellectual property at the expense of the speech of others
wishing to reproduce work that had been scheduled to lose copyright protection.
The petitioners in Eldred challenged the constitutionality of the law on the basis of
the Copyright Clause’s “limited times” wording and of the First Amendment’s Free
Speech Clause. They argued that the statute should be found unconstitutional on the
basis of intermediate scrutiny because it burdened substantially more speech than
was necessary to advance an important government interest. Instead, the Supreme
Court upheld the law as a rational use of congressional discretion. The majority
deferred to legislative authority under the Copyright Clause to pass a law extending
the term of copyright to life-plus-seventy-years (up from the former life-plus-fiftyyears).206
The Court’s artificial dichotomy treated the Constitution as a document of
isolated provisions. The majority refused to reflect on whether the rationales for
copyright, both utilitarian and libertarian, were outweighed by the added
restrictions on speech created by the extended protections of the CTEA. Nowhere
did the Court consider whether the statute was content neutral, which is typically at
the forefront of First Amendment analysis. The Court reasoned that heightened
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scrutiny was unnecessary because the framers did not view limited copyright
monopolies to be incompatible with free speech protections.207 As Professor Neil
Netanel has pointed out, that conclusion is unsatisfying since the Bill of Rights as a
whole, including the First Amendment, was meant to limit congressional abuse of
power under the original Constitution.208
The Eldred Court’s holding was in line with an assertion made in Harper & Row
Publishers, Inc. v. National Enterprise that copyright is “the engine of free
expression.”209 That explanation rings more true than the statement about the
framers because the fair use exception and the dichotomy between ideas and
expressions do indeed balance the public’s interest in the information against the
author’s desire for exclusivity. Nevertheless, the Harper & Row formulation is not
entirely satisfying because inquiry into whether the burdens placed on speakers and
on the public’s ability to access facts or materials provides no meaningful judicial
review of copyright monopolies. The Court left off such considerations. It reflected
only on the reasonableness of the public policy to extend copyright protections
rather than also considering the extent to which the laws negatively impacted
speakers and audiences.
As a second best approach, the Court might have at least used one of the First
Amendment’s intermediate scrutiny balancing doctrines (such as time, place, and
manner or perhaps even extend the relevance of the secondary effect tests). Other
commentators’ efforts to explain the balance between copyright and free speech
interests yield valuable insights for assessing how courts should proceed with
copyright interpretation,210 but they should go further. The Court’s reflection on
“built-in First Amendment accommodations” of copyright law211 should be extended
further, to a definition of the Copyright Clause that safeguards personal dignity and
benefits society. This would mean engaging in more thorough First Amendment
analysis and balancing it against the creativity and utilitarian values of the Copyright
Clause. It would require contextual case-by-case analysis, which will likely
sometimes arrive at Baker’s suggestion that noncommercial uses should not be
bound to copyright limitations, but not for categorical but contextual reasons. Most
litigation is inevitably unpredictable. What matters is fair, well-reasoned, legally
grounding reasoning that fully explores all relevant public values arising from the
cause of action.
The underlying purpose of the Copyright Clause requires broader
constitutional balancing than remaining consistent with exclusively intellectual
property precedents. The Copyright Clause is clear: “Congress shall have power . .
. [t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and
Discoveries . . . .” This grant of authority contains the twofold principle: Congress
must promote the discovery and creativity. Both benefit individuals and society,
allowing for community progress, cultural enrichment, and personal fulfillment.
Without being enhanced by integration into a more complete constitutional theory,
the autonomy explanation does not alone explain why the social benefits of
copyrights allow for a proprietary paradigm that restricts some people’s expressive
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conduct on the basis of the party’s identity. If the distinguishing feature of copyright
were purely one of ownership, then the limited time for the creator’s exclusive
copyright use is left unexplained by a libertarian explanation. Time restrictions on
copyrights should be examined in light of the balance between ownership, speech,
and informativeness.
B. Political Debate
In addition to its importance for self-fulfillment, the First Amendment is also
critical for enabling people to meaningfully participate in representative selfgovernance. Communications are essential to political deliberations. The ability to
express conservative, moderate, or liberal ideas enables ordinary people to
exercise civic identity. Democratic participation prevents the emergence of
autocracy, aristocracy, or plutocracy; three systems of government that exclude
some groups and individuals from being full players in the creation of fair
government.
The Declaration of Independence guarantees the people’s sovereignty in the
operations of a representative republic. That document committed the newly
constituted states to exercising sovereign powers empowering citizens to remain
engaged in the formulation of policies likely to benefit their “safety and happiness.”
This was not meant to be a limitless license for the powerfully connected to dominate
fellow citizens. Even in the revolutionary period prominent advocates for the
Constitution’s ratification, including James Wilson of Pennsylvania, believed that the
social contract required giving up “a part of our liberty . . . for the security of the
rest.”212 Equality for all requires limitations on autonomy. The people enjoy the
freedom of speech to explore history, ideals, and norms either on their own or in the
company of like-minded associations, social groups, and personal contacts. Speech
enables isolated humans to join communities for collective legislative, judicial, and
regulatory actions to affect their general welfare, in keeping with the Preamble to
the Constitution’s mandate.
The need for open debate was evident to American revolutionaries. A letter to
a Philadelphia newspaper in 1791 asserted that the same “sages, who penned the
Declaration of Independence, laid it down, as a fundamental principle, that
government derives its just powers from the consent of the people alone.”213
Ordinary people, with their individual tastes and views, grant officials with limited
power to govern. They play a role as individuals, in keeping with the autonomy
perspective of free speech, but also as members of distinct groups. A major political
impetus behind the Revolution was resentment for the English monarch’s refusal to
answer colonial petitions demanding parliamentary representation, just as other
Englishmen enjoyed.214 Colonial assemblies also exercised their freedom of speech
to make demands and accusations against royal governors.215 This is not, however,
to say that the colonial period or even the Early Republic had the universal sense of
political engagement of twenty-first century democracies. Women, slaves, and, for a
time, propertyless white men were entirely excluded from open discourse.216
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An effective voice in politics is critical to enjoy liberty and equality while
participating in debates about how to effectively achieve social and legal
betterment. Participating in discussions pertaining to local, state, and national issues
provides people with a meaningful outlet to express concerns about issues, even
when they are outside their personal spheres of interest. Legal status of persons as
equals includes the common entitlements to participate in policy making.217 The
topics may be of national concern, such as healthcare, or more localized, such as he
placement of handicapped parking spaces. In either case, free speech enables
persons to engage with a community, to vent deep seated concerns, and to gather
diverse views for guiding collective action. Engagement is critical for highlighting
abuses of public trust, fisc, misappropriation, maladministration, and a host of other
topics.
One of the most eloquent advocates for the political process perspective was
Alexander Meiklejohn. He conceived the right to free speech to be analogous to a
New England town meeting.218 He thinks it legitimate to enforce rules to maintain
order and to keep discussions on topic.219 First Amendment protections nurture selfgovernment by the dissemination of opinions, ideas, skepticism, and
disagreements.220 What is important, from his perspective, is that “everything worth
saying” can be vented, but “not that everyone shall speak.”221 That is quite different
from the autonomy school, which is joined to the dignity of each person to seek
personal advancement, creativity, and self-affirmation.222 Meiklejohn explains the
importance of people accessing enough information to then influence elected
leaders and promote favored public choices. They are free to call for change or for
the perpetuation of existing policies.223 But his approach downplays the relevance of
speech for self-expression, be it artistic or emotive.
Cass Sunstein builds on Meiklejohn’s thought. Adopting a “two-tier” approach
to the First Amendment, Sunstein writes that free speech is core to deliberative
democracy. Lower level communications includes all other speech. This leaves a
disparate and unwieldy coterie of information outside the nexus of protected
communications. Political speech enjoys greater protection than all others, but what
is political is not always clear. Literature and art, for instance, can straddle both
camps; indeed, people can disagree about the central message of a book, painting,
or piece of music.
Sunstein’s schema contains two separate categories.224 Political speech is fully
protected under the strictest judicial scrutiny while intermediate, persuasive
justification is needed for the state to limit second tier speech. Even where the
speech is not political, prosecutors must provide legitimate reasons for suppression.
In turn, courts must check whether the sate acted for legitimate reasons or, rather,
because the speaker disagreed with the government’s policies and interests.
Furthermore, even lower value speech is protected against coercive efforts to enjoin
persuading or offending others.225 His approach protects against biased suppression
of ideas, but it adds little nuance for courts to evaluate the relevant weight of speech
and other constitutional values.
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Meiklejohn’s and Sunstein’s theories are enlightening about democratic
participation but not informative about why personally fulfilling modes of expression
might also constitutionally privileged. Both would require courts to identify what
content is political. They do not, however, indicate how judges should differentiate
mixed public and private communications. Under both of their approaches even
restrictions on family communications about, say, choice of contraceptives or literary
preferences would only warrant lower tier scrutiny, even though both involve
privacy and dignity factors. But repression of such content would be better fit for a
totalitarian state than a pluralistic democracy. Political repression is only one form of
government abuse. Suppressing self-expression also offends the rights of free and
equal individuals.
Professor Harry Kalven questions Meiklejohn’s claim that artistic and literary
depictions are clearly distinguishable from those that are political.226 This demand
for clarity is consistent with Kalven’s advocacy for unambiguous jury instructions and
First Amendment lawsuits. In support of Kalven’s criticism, it seems utterly
impossible that the Supreme Court would find the First Amendment allows
censorship of Oscar Wilde’s novel The Picture of Dorian Gray or William
Wordsworth’s poem My Heart Leaps Up, even though neither is political.227 Professor
Zechariah Chafee, another hugely influential free speech theorist and activist of the
twentieth century, finds the same fault in Meiklejohn's public centered explanation of
free speech: “The most serious weakness in Mr. Meiklejohn’s argument is that it
rests on his supposed boundary between public speech and private speech.”228 One
of Chafee’s colleagues, the lawyer and Librarian of Congress Archibald MacLeish,
made this point pithily, “A poem should not mean/ But be.”229 If that’s correct, a
poem’s value to poet and audience might be lived experience rather than the
message it conveys, whether political or private.
While the self-government value of free speech is undeniable, it is not the
only value associated with open expression. In response to critics, Meiklejohn
revised his theory, asserting that education, philosophy, science, literature, and the
arts are necessary for the functioning of self-governing communities.230 But even this
modification raises questions about why nonsense statements, such the author Lewis
Carroll’s Jabberwocky poem from the novel Alice in Wonderland,231 should be
protected since it has naught to do with governance and is more an exercise of
ribald than rationality.
Another of the foremost proponents of self-government, Professor Alexander
Bickel, refines Meiklejohn to mean:
The social interest that the First Amendment vindicates is . . . the interest in
the successful operation of the political process, so that the country may
better be able to adopt the course of action that conforms to the wishes of the
greatest number, whether or not it is wise or is founded in truth.232
This perspective is predicated on the notion that the value of speech is to achieve
actual democratic will. The judiciary must then favor the desire of the majority, when
judging cases.233 Democratic decision making requires “normative choices and
prophetic judgments . . . . [that] serve as a general term of praise for any wise and
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moderate accommodation between conflicting values and interests.”234 This is a
loaded statement: If political aims are to have substantive, rather than exclusively
procedural or popular meaning, commitment to basic constitutional value of liberal
equality for the common good must be decisive. Especially when democratic politics
leads to tyranny, as it did during the American period of removal, the discriminatory
immigration laws of the 1920s, or the pro-slavery state governments throughout the
antebellum era. U.S. politics does not involve universal political participation nor
usually does it include individual lobbying. Indeed, quite often the public and even
politicians have inadequate opportunity to comment on proposed laws before they
are passed on for the President’s signature. Bills are often presented with little time
for even congressmen to read, much less closely evaluate, them. This was, for
example, the case with the Trump Administration’s tax reform plan, which passed
Congress with many congressmen complaining that the law had not been
adequately reviewed and debated.235
Bickel believes the Court should be “a leader” in communicating legal values
to the public at large.236 The judiciary should play a role in advancing “enduring
values,” while exercising judicial restraint judges are empowered to construe the
Constitution “against the wishes of a legislative majority.”237
Nevertheless, there are limits on the Court’s power to strike state laws
restricting injurious communications, such as those that punish the use of extreme
speech in public spaces. In this vein, Bickel argued that in Cohen v. California238 the
Supreme Court had wrongly overturned a defendant’s disturbance of the peace
conviction for profanity in public. He had worn a jacket to court with the swear word
printed on it to express opposition to military conscription. Bickel recognized that
the speaker’s message reflected a political point of view. He nevertheless regarded
vulgar speech in public to not be part of civil debate but an “assault” that inflicted
“injury by its very utterance.”239 As with scholars who propound the self-expression
school of thought, there are differences among those who argue that the central aim
of the First Amendment is to protect political dialogue.
Like Bickel, Professor Robert Post regards the public value of speech to be the
core of the First Amendment. Their perspectives nevertheless differ as to the value
of speech that many members of the public would find to be offensive. Specifically,
Post disagrees with Bickel’s devaluation of profanity used in communications about
matters of public importance. Post defends the Court’s finding in Cohen that
obscenity tainted speech has a legitimate role to play in public discourse. The Court
should protect individualistic expression, he believes, including cussing that
speakers resort to when opining about issues relevant to the body politic.
“Outrageous speech,” as Post puts it, “calls community identity into question,
practically as well as cognitively, and thus it has unique power to focus attention,
dislocate old assumptions, and shock its audience into the recognition of unfamiliar
forms of life.”240 Post writes that the democratic presumption of equal, individual
autonomy “underwrites the First Amendment doctrine’s refusal to distinguish
between good and bad ideas, true or false ideas, or harmful or beneficial ideas.”241
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Post expresses sharper divergence from Meiklejohn’s collective notions of the
First Amendment, arguing that the latter does not give enough consideration to the
importance of individual autonomy in participating, legitimizing, and identifying
political will. Self-exploration in the context of political debate, Post refers to, as the
“communicative process.”242 Yet, elsewhere, Post downplays the individual in a
collective democracy. He asserts, for instance, that “democracy is not about
individual self-government, but about collective self-determination” and agrees that
“democracy requires individual autonomy only to the extent that citizens seek to
forge” a collective will.243 Redish goes so far as to assert that Post falls into
Meiklejohn’s “very mistake” of collectivism. In Redish’s view, liberty of speech is a
private right that people enjoy irrespective of whether it contributes to public
discourse.
Post acknowledges that individual voices are pivotal to a vibrant democracy.
Deliberation would be incomplete without each member of a polity being able to
fully participate in public debates. While his focus remains on the public value of
protecting free expression, he is careful to elaborate on the worth of individual
perspectives to public debate. Another words, in Post we find a picture of private
persons who enjoys the right to speech and from whose insights the polity benefits.
Similarly, Professor Tabatha Abu El-Haj, picks up on this perspective that the
function of the First Amendment is to secure conditions “necessary to government
responsiveness and accountability.”244 The Amendment, in the Free Speech Clause
and other provisions such as the Assembly Clause, “cordons off certain spaces for
individual and collective liberty in order to preserve the possibility that democratic
majorities will be able to hold elected bodies accountable to the public interest.”245
Thus, “individual autonomy and freedom of conscience” are necessary components
of “democratic citizenship.”246 Her focus nevertheless remains consistent with post:
“Individuals’ free speech rights ought not be so great as to undermine the co-equal
rights secured by the text of the First Amendment.”247
Redish, on the other hand, thinks it too narrow to argue that while the
individual is important the primary function of the First Amendment is, nonetheless,
self-governance. He faults Post for giving highest priority to “democratic legitimacy”
and thereby downplaying other aspects of personal, expressive autonomy.248
Redish’s bigger point is that one set of speech values should not be preferred above
others. But his autonomy based preference for expression is itself a form of value
judgment that happens to be more inclusive. Both theorists focus their wrings on the
value of speech, without giving adequate weight to other constitutional values, such
as privacy, equality, or federalism. Any combination of these might be relevant to
the resolution of specific cases.
Political and personal autonomy are among the fundamental concerns policy
makers must consider for the creation of policy. However, complex problems often
involve litigants’ incompatible assertions. Resolution of these claims requires
thorough vetting of claims and counterclaims rather than automatic acceptance that
speech in general or one type of speech over others is categorically to be preferred.
There are plenty of competing considerations for courts and legislators to evaluate,
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including professional advice in medicine, law, and other regulated professions;
public employee comments in their official capacities; and public school teachers’
instruction in grammar and high schools. Regulating these fields involves content
rich evaluations, case-by-case assessments, and analytical rigor. Autonomy in
general or deliberative autonomy are not trumps but essential subsets of the
grander norm of the Constitution. They are essential to constitutional resolution, but
not always of greatest gravity. At the root of U.S. constitutionalism is the principle
liberal equality for the common good, which will sometimes favor speech and at
other times some other constitutional value.
Even the most basic aspect of representative democracy requires some intraconstitutional explanation. For instance, Article I of the Constitution, which
establishes congressional powers, grants representatives special privileges for
debate on the floors of the House or Senate. Indeed, the public elects persons who in
office will have greater access than unelected citizens to the halls and other channels
for political debate.
Later chapters will go into the details of comprehensive analysis in the context
of existing doctrines on matters like campaign financing, national security, and
inciteful speech. This chapter seeks to only differentiate my contextual proposal
from the most popular explanations for the First Amendment.
While Post and others in the democratic explanation camp acknowledge that
the self-fulfillment (or personal autonomy) model has played a significant role in
First Amendment jurisprudence and secondary literature, they do not regard it as
“especially helpful in explaining the actual” or normative “scope of the First
Amendment.”249 Post criticizes the personal autonomy model for not being unique to
speech but extending to noncommunicative actions.250 But it is unclear why the dual
explanatory function self-assertion plays in the characterization of speech and lawful
conduct should detract from its explanatory power. After all, concepts like equality
and liberty along with speech and other values exist side-by-side in constitutional
doctrines without any negation, detraction, nor internal contradiction.
Post’s “participatory democracy” model paints an elaborate picture of free
expression, but it does not have the comprehensive power we are seeking. The
protection of “joint political or democratic activity,” which is championed by
Professor Ashutosh Bhagwat provides a great starting point for assessing such
matters as the regulation of net neutrality.251 The “collective activities that are tied to
. . . democratic citizenship” are indeed at the essence of the Free Speech Clause,252
but so too is the “intellectual privacy” necessary, in the words of different author, “to
develop ideas and beliefs away from the unwanted gaze or interference of
others.”253
Freedom of speech surely includes the power to hear ideas,254 participate in
debates,255 but also the power to keep one’s utterances personal.256 Not all the
dignitary interests of speech are publically oriented: Sketching or doodling at one’s
desk with no desire to retain the paper and later throwing it into recycling could be
meaningfully cathartic. Despite their adding nothing to deliberative democracy,
regulating such creative urges would interfere with individual pursuits of happiness
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and detract from the general welfare. So too, it is unfathomable to think the
government can regulate persons speaking to themselves in a bathroom, making
mock gestures in a closet while getting dressed, reading the lines of a seditious play
to a mirror, singing aloud in the woods, and yet none of them contribute to the
critically important values of participatory democracy. The First Amendment has
both a private and public orientation, meant to guarantee individuals’ equal right to
pursue happiness and the people’s representative interest to articulate policy.
C. The Marketplace for Truth
The third major free speech theory regards the First Amendment to protect
people’s abilities to sift through facts and arguments in order to acquire accurate
knowledge. Undoubtedly, robust conversations and debates advance commercial,
historical, political, medical, legal, and all other forms of knowledge. But this narrow
definition fails to account for the protection of opinions, sarcasm, abstract art, and a
host of other non-informative but protected categories of expression.
The quest-for-truth explanation of the First Amendment is derived from the
marketplace of ideas doctrine. The most influential formulation of the theory
appeared in Justice Oliver Wendell Homes’s dissent to Abrams v. United States.
[W]hen men have realized that time has upset many fighting faiths, they
may come to believe even more than they believe the very foundations
of their own conduct that the ultimate good desired is better reached
by free trade in ideas -- that the best test of truth is the power of the
thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market.
This assertion is one of the landmarks of First Amendment theory. A later justice
gave the “marketplace of ideas” label that has stuck ever since.257
At first glance, the theory seems to indicate that open debate best facilitates
the discovery of empirically verifiable data. But that rendition is certainly not in
keeping with his meaning. Professor Vince Blasi has pointed out that Holmes
“displayed an instinctive aversion to assertions of ‘absolute’ truth.”258 In one of his
later dissents, to Gitlow v. New York, Holmes wrote that all ideas, especially those
that are eloquent, incite people to action or inaction. The views of the majority
become community truths, regardless of whether they are objectively verifiable.
Holmes embraced the logical conclusion to his majoritarian relativism: “If in the long
run the beliefs expressed in proletarian dictatorship are destined to be accepted by
the dominant forces of the community, the only meaning of free speech is that they
should be given their chance and have their way.”259 For him, the determinant of
truth was popular will to power, not logical outcomes of debates.260 His Social
Darwinism differed from the democratizing views of his colleague Justice Louis
Brandeis, who, to the contrary, thought the First Amendment was a safeguard against
“tyrannies of governing majorities.”261
Even setting aside Holmes’s advocacy for majoritarian dominance and
reinterpreting the truth theory as a search for real political meaning, the
marketplace metaphor is not particularly helpful in recognizing why everyday forms
of communications are protected. Much of our daily vocabulary is not factual. The
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First Amendment, for instance, protects parody. The Court in Hustler Magazine v.
Falwell, Inc., a case decided five decades after Holmes’s death, held that some
statements are so absurd–in that case it was a claim that the subject of a magazine
story had sex with his mother in an outhouse–that the parody “could not reasonably
have been interpreted as stating actual facts about the public figure involved.”
Indeed, it was the lack of factuality of such a “patently offensive” statement that
prevented the plaintiff, a minister named Jerry Falwell, from recovering for
intentional infliction of emotional distress. Falwell’s status as a nationally renowned
religious pundit, with close connections among national politicians and frequent
appearances on news shows, placed him in a different position than if he had been a
private figure. Thus, the Court would likely treat false statements differently
depending on whom they target.262 Professor Andrew Koppelman points out that if
Falwell’s mother were not dead at the time of the lawsuit, she might have been a
proper party plaintiff because she was not a public figure.263 The Court’s approach is
not libertarian but content specific, predicated on the notion that public figures have
greater access for response through channels of communication reaching large
audiences. In Hustler v. Falwell, the Court followed well-developed precedent that is
not focused on veracity but public affairs and humor. The Court has repeatedly
iterated that the search for truth is a key function of First Amendment protection,264
but also that the Constitution safeguards the right to exaggerate and engage in
political satire. Truth is clearly not the only value of expression that the First
Amendment protects. Most recently, in United States v Alvarez, a plurality found
unconstitutional a law that prohibited lying about having been awarded the Medal of
Honor.265
Among other protected forms of speech, most pornography and nude dancing
also lack any truth value.266 In no meaningful sense do these protected forms of
speech call for rejoinder by counterspeech.267 When they are not forms of
exploitation, they may be self-expressive. If set in a political script, they may even
contribute to political discourse, but that describes a subset sexual materials. In all
fairness, proponents of the truth model of free expression are not the only ones who
struggle to explain the value of pornography. The democratic model also has little to
say about its value of social discourse. Displays of nudity or depictions of sexual
intercourse, in fact, fit in the realm of autonomy but, short of political parody, they
typically contribute nothing to democratic debate nor the exchange of rational
ideas.268
The marketplace of ideas doctrine also ignores the different access speakers
have to means for influencing truth seeking discourse. it is too narrow in scope to
explain the full range of First Amendment doctrines. Neither does it account for
disparities in access to media. In American society, as Professor Owen Fiss has
pointed out, economically powerful persons are better equipped than the poor to
find communications outlets through which to disseminate commercial or political
messages.269 Some persons–such as news media companies, newspaper owners and
producers, labor unions, for-profit corporations, and popular webpage
administrators–have vastly more access to the marketplace than ordinary U.S.
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citizens. A speaker with a true message might have an insignificant position in the
marketplace, being drowned out by false prophets, fraudulent advertisers, and selfinterested actors. Hence debate might not lead to truth; to the contrary, the wealthy
can turn to many more resources, from purchasing newspaper advertisements to
lobbying politicians, in order to drown out their antagonists. Supporters of the
marketplace of ideas doctrine overlook that market failures and the lack of rational
argument in many forms of protected statements, such as humor and emotivity.
Moreover, the expression of fear, happiness, aspiration, dejection, and
innumerable other internal and social reactions are nonmarketable, nor can they be
unequivocally gainsaid by rational argument. These forms of speech, which do not
fall under the marketplace of ideas doctrine, contribute to culture in a way that
benefits individuals and society as a whole. So diffuse is their effect that the search
for truth does not adequately describe all the benefits of constitutional free speech
protections.
This is not to say that the marketplace of ideas model is unhelpful. To the
contrary, it aids in explaining the importance of open dialogue for the acquisition of
knowledge. The framework nevertheless lacks the analytical breadth of explaining
First Amendment protections of irrational communications and why less informative
people can sometimes use greater resources to access the channels of
communication. The truth-bearing model is a profound but incomplete explanation
of protected speech. Even in circumstances where the exchange of ideas leads to
some certainty (and a skeptic might even question the probability of definitive
conclusions on controversial subjects), there is no constitutional basis for shutting
down further debate, wrongheaded and irrational though it might be.
D. Convergence and Divergence of Methodologies
The marketplace of ideas simply does not identify the full range of purposes
for protecting free expression. Identifying whether the state can restrict speech is a
matter of case-by-case evaluation, with considerations into political deliberation,
self-expression, and facts. But at the root lies the maxim of representative
governance to protect the common good through fair and equal procedures. The
First Amendment, therefore, should not be conceived as a provision apart but as a
component of a system of government that is valuated by the extent to which policies
benefit the common good and treat the people as equal autonomous beings.
Courts and lawyers interpreting the First Amendment are likely find to rely on
one of the three most commonly articulated approaches. However, whether the
rationale is built on political, personal, or factual nature of speech is not the most
fundamental question. Indeed, often these methods will converge. Political and
factual reasons are often joined in a dispute, and both are important to explain why
and to what extent speech is protected. The same synthesis can exist with politics
and personal fulfillment or personal fulfillment and the expression of information. But
speech interests often conflict with other concerns, for safety, national security,
foreign policy and so forth. In the latter cases, there should be a consideration of all
the relevant legal concerns. Free speech is not a trump but a critical component of
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constitutional justice. Friction between values should not only be acknowledged but
also play a role in judicial analyses and attorney arguments.
Categorical preference for one methodology or another threatens to rigidly
deny the validity of valid legal concerns and preference for some forms of speech
over others. Interpretive pluralism requires contextual consideration rather than
knee jerk preference for speech over concerns about terrorist dissemination of
propaganda, anti-competitive collusion, and the like. Arguments should not rest on a
preconceived hierarchy but on a thorough examination of textual provisions,
relevant histories, pertinent precedents, and so forth. Contextualism is more likely
to strike a fair balance between competing interests than a formalistic appeal to
imperfect methodologies. Comprehensive reflection requires integrative and
synthetic reasoning.
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